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. , A ..cbudy ia m^ ide of the application of the nethod of 
non-dispersive S-Ray fluorGOcence opectroGcopy to prohlens 
of chemical analyoic. The use of two typca of radioactive 
scu'.^ ce, i . e . Pml'l-T - alunjjaiun hrohaGstralxluag and Cc57iow 
energy gazma rsys, to excite fluorescent X-PLays i s described. 
The aethcd i s applied to systens consisting of a single 
heavy element, or binary rdxtures of heavy elezients (niobiun 
- taatarom and zirccninn - hafniun). dispersed i n nedia of 
low avera^ge atomic nuaber. Calibration corves of fluorescence 
intensity e-gainst element concentration for a wide range of 
elements are presented. Detection l i m i t s for these oleiients 
arc established, and sasisestions made f o r further vrork i n 
this f i e l d . 
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OHAPTER 1 
irrgRODucTion 
Historical Introduotioap 
PoXlowiiifi the di8cov"©5*y of X-rays by iloontgen, Barkla 
snd bio co-woirkers shovved that an elsnent exposed to the 
radiation omitted flucresooAt X-rays having a characteristic 
wavalangth which \7a3 longer than that of the exciting 
radiationo T I I G r e l a t i o n between the frequency of the 
characteridtic radiation and the atomic number of the element 
v/as ahoim by I^ibseley (1913) to be of the form; 
( 3 - S? 
ivherfi « the froquoncy of the characterlotic radiation. 
Z. e the atomic number of the element. 
A and S are constanto. 
This direct r e l a t i o n between the frequency of the 
fluorescent X-ray and the atomic number of the emitting 
elezaent providoe the basis of a method of chemical analysis 
f o r the elenen1;« ' 
In th© yaara ii^aediately following this discovery ^ the 
method of analysis consisted of placing the sample to be 
analysed on the target of an X-ray tube. The resulting 
fluorescent radiations were dispersed uoin^ a f l a t ealcite 
c r y s t a l , tke spectra produced being detected photographic-, 
a l l y . Early notable successes of the method were the 
discovery of the element hiafzjri^ffi^ von Hevesey and Coster(l), 
J 
and ©f the element rhenium by Iloddaok (1).. Hoftrevar the 
mathod of producizig ths fluorescent radiation was cumbereome, 
and i t s detection r e l a t i v e l y insensitiveo The d i f f i c u l t i e s 
4n application are i l l u s t r a t e d by Noddacks clain to the 
discovery of masuriun (Z m 43 ? technetiun) \7hich i n the l i ^ t 
of l a t e r evidence nust be regarded as erroneous. (2), 
The development of the modem Z-ray tub© with stable high 
intensity ®iai«sion has reaoved the n&^& to place the aanplo to 
be analysed on the tube target. Large single crystal 
dispersion syaten© aHo\7 more e f f i c i e n t collection of the 
fluorescent X-rays, and the use of modern nucleonic instruments 
ieo gdigerj proprtionalo and s c i n t i l l a t i o n counters^ greatly 
inoreasss the se n s i t i v i t y of detection. X-ray floureacene© 
analyssie i s noT7 a powerful method f o r trace element amlysieO)* 
Development i n the f i e l d continues^ recent advances being the 
us© of v7©ll-focused electron beajas to excite the fluorescent 
Z-rays-, a method now referred to as Electron probe 
microaaalysia. (4) 
In 1955 reports f i r s t appeared on th© use of radiation 
from radioactive isotopes to excite the fluorescent Z-raya 
(50697). The systems based on this method dispense v/ith 
crystal dispersion elements, the radiation being detected 
d i r e c t l y by proportional or s c i n t i l l a t i o n coui^ters, and energy 
resolution of the fluorescent X'-rays i s mad® by analysis ef 
the pulse height spectrum from th^se detectors. The netji^od 
i s generally referred to as non*-dispersive X«»ray fluorescence 
analysis. _ • 
Diecugsion of the methods of X-ray fluoresoence 
analysis» 
Oae of th© main tasks of X-ray fluorescence analysis 
i s to establish the relationship betnoen the fluorescence 
intensities of the characteristic X»raya of an element and 
the concentration of that element i n sample to be analyoed. 
A l t h o u ^ the present work i s concerned with the establishment 
of th® abovft relation for the non-diepersiva method, a 
discuosioa of th© dispersive method is included for purposes 
of comparison.. 
Dispersive method. 
A. Instrument3s 
X-ray tubes of the Coolidge type (8) with a tungsten or 
molybdenum target are i n common use as a source of primary 
X-radiationo Pov/er supplies to the tube are required to be 
of high s t a b i l i t y to ensor© reproducible emission intensity 
from th® tube. Dispersion of the fluorescent radiations i s 
usually achieved v/ith the uee of calclte crystals. The 
crystals used are of two types^ plane and curved surfaces (9). 
In the caso of plane surface crystals a parallel beam qf 
rays i s required and a eollimation system usually of the 
Seller s l i t type (5) la used. Detection of the fluorescent 
X-roif i s achieved by the use of ttei^er counters, 
B. Calibration. 
Th© re l a t i o n between fluorescent intensity and 
coacontration of ^  clement can be derived (See appendix I ) . 
For a sample having i n f i n i t e thickness exposed to monochromatic 
X-ray the re l a t i o n i s : . 
I f " - - - ( x - i ) • 
(>^p f>f)/Oeoseca 
where A m a constant. 
I q = Intensity of primary Z-radiatloa. 
1^ ^ intenisity of fluorescent X-radiation. 
C sa elaiient concentration i n the sample. 
g mass absorption coefficient of the sample 
f o r the primary radiation. 
p.^ - mass absorption coefficient of the sample 
f o r th® fluorescent radiation. 
P » density of the sampleo 
Q m angle subtended by the Z-ray beam at the 
sanpl6<. 
?or a c'iven sample/'*' and^u^^ ar© the resultant of contributionB 
from a l l components of the sample, i . e . 
'p - ^ p i 1 ^ 1 • - ^ i pi"'i» i 
'^ 7h€re>u^ p^  mass absorption coefficient of component i for 
th$ primary radiation, 
' ^ f i *^  ^^^^ absorption coefficient of component i for 
the primary radiation, 
s ^7elsht fraction of component i . 
o d®nj?ity of component i« 
Proa relations 1-2 and 1-3 i t con be seen tliat tlie quantity 
+ySJ'^jp)yo of e(iuati©n 1-1 i s dependent- on the sample 
composition this dependence being complex for a multicoiaponeiit 
sample. A ti7o component mixture consisting of a heavy element 
dispersed i n a matrix of lo^ ;? density represents a simple form 
of sample. Por such a sample tho quantity (M-^  ^• /«'j)^\7ill 
inereais® with the concentration of the heavy element, and the 
curve r e l a t i n g fluorescence iateiisity to concentration v ; i l l 
be convex upwards. Only v/hen the concentration i s ' low and 
varies over a small range i s linear relation obtained (lOj 
n,12A3)o • 
Por multicomponent samples a further complication can 
obcur which i s readily i l l u s t r a t e d by considering a mixture 
of i r o n j cobalt, and nickel (see figure 1-1)« In figure 1-1, 
the wavelengths of the ^  radiation of iron^ cobalt, and 
nickel are plotted together ivith their respective absorption 
curves. Prom this i t can be seen that Ni IC«4 radiatipn 4-© 
strongly absorbed by iron ';7ith the consdquance that the 
fluorescence intensity of Hi w i l l decrease with increasing 
iron concentration i n the sample. On the other hand the 
fluorescence intensity of P® lit w i l l increase with increasing 
concentration of nickel i n the sample because of the increase 
i n th© effective 1^ ^ f o r iron. The fluorescence intensity of 
-4a» 
t 
absorption 
coefficient i}x) 
edge 
I„2 lo4 Io6 
Wavelmgtii (A) 
Jlgo I " ! Spsctral data to illU3tra.ta absorption and mhnacemmt 
effQct( v i j i a t i o n of and effective IQ) 
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Co w i l l ho7/ever be l i t t l e affected by nickel or iron 
ooncentratlon. In a situation of this kind several different 
values of the fluorescent intensity of an clement nta^f be 
obtained without altering the concentration of the element 
In the sample. A straiglitforv/ard calibration of fluorescent 
intensity against element concentration i s then of l i t t l e 
value. Such an effect i s referred to as the enhancement -
absorption or matrix effect (14^ 15)* 
Of the many ways in which to counter the enhancement -
absorption effect the most widely used is the internal standard 
method. A second element i s chosen whose characteristic line 
i s affected by the infering element or elements i n a similar 
v/ay to that of the element whose concentration i s to be 
determined. The characteristic energy of this second element 
should be of r o u ^ l y the same energy as that of the element 
to be determined, and since they are affected similarly by 
inte r f e r i n g elements the r a t i o of their intensities w i l l be 
independant of the variation i n concentration of the 
int e r f e r i n g elements. A calibration curve can then be 
obtained by p l o t t i n g this r a t i o against the concentration of 
the element to be determined. I f the effect of the 
int e r f e r i n g element is one of absorption then the characteristic, 
lines of the internal standard and of the element to be 
determined must l i e i n the seme side of the absorptj^on edge 
of the i n t e r f e r i n g element. I f the interference is one of 
enlaancement both absorption edges of the element and internal 
standard must be overlapped on the sane side by the interfering 
l i n e (see f i g . lo2). A further consideration i s that element 
oho sen as internal standard must readily mix with the material 
of the sample (l69l7fllS,19,20^21,22,23e24,25,26p.27»28,29,30). 
The use of thi s method w i l l i n general require a knowledge 
of the composition of the matris i n whleh the element to be 
determined i s dispersedg Vhere this knowledge i s not 
available the ohoice of an element as internal standard i s 
d i f f i c u l t e and cannot be made i f the conditions are such 
- 5a 
Energy-
A, Suitable i n t e m i i l standard 
(absorption) 
t 
Unsuitable intoxaial standaa^d 
(abaoiption) 
Qo Sult&bXe intoxnal staad&rd 
( enhsuoament) 
Enargy 
Do JJnsaxt&ble intaznol standard 
(enhancement) 
JPigo t>Q Halations ameng absorption ed^a„ characteiiatic lines of 
the sleaiemtj interoel standard and interfering elezaento 
£ represents the el^nent yhoae concentration i a to be 
estimated. 
I i o the int e r f e r i n g elemento 
S i s the internal standard 
that the matrix composition varies from sample to scnplo« 
I t i s possible that an interfering line f a l l s between the 
absorption edge of the element and that of the internal 
standard, or that the absorption odge of tlio interfering 
©lenoat l i e s between the fluorescent lines of the element 
to be estizaated and the internal standard. A reliable 
calibration curve cannot then be obtained. In such cases 
the addition of. an appropriate quantities of the element to 
be entimated can prove useful. The fluorescence intensity 
of the element is f i r s t determined on the sample. A knovra 
QSUiount of the element i s then added to the sample, and the 
fluorescent intensity again determined. Let 
X ss concentration of element i n original sample 
a s concentration of element added 
1^ «= fluorescence intensity of original sample 
Ig 3 fluorescence intensity of doped sample, 
^ « proportional constant. 
Then from eq^uation (1^1). 
^1 * K IQ X 
^ f M^^^ 
^2 • . K In (x a) 
I f the ammount added i s small enough that we can assume 
then 
^1 
we have 
2^ s - a 
2^ - h 
- 7 " 
ThiB method has been applied to the analysis of mixtures 
of tantalum and niobium oxides (rof. 31). The method Just 
described has r e l i e d on neglecting changes i n the value of 
andjU,_pdue to the addition. A consideration of equation 
1.2 and 1.3 ohoT/s tSaat the vaxiation pi^^^^^^ jia can be made 
small by other means.. One method i s ,tQ dilute the sample 
f o r examination i n a l i g h t matrix so that variations ijoj^^p • 
andjUUpp with variation of the weight fraction of heavy elements 
are small. ,The l i g l i t matrix should be transparent to X-rays^ 
and materials chosen have been such things as starch, water^ 
BOdi-aa borate, and aluminium powder (32). Such a teehniqu.© 
would also reduce absorption - enhancenent effect. A further 
method i s to stabilise the value otMp by the addition of 
heavy elements such as barium. This has the disadvantage 
of considerably reducing the fluoroeeent intensity with 
consequent loss i n s e n s i t i v i t y . (33). Scattered X-rays 
(background) of suitable energies have also been used to. 
correct f o r onlianconent - absorption effect (30,34,37). 
These nr© chosen empirically and are usually near to the 
fluorescent lines of the elements being estimated. 
i\rithmatieal and mathematical methods have been used by other 
workers (38, 40, 41). 
Uany types of sample are suitable f o r analysis by the 
X-ray fluorescence method. The method has the advantage 
over conventional methods of, chemical analysis that i t need 
not Involve destruction of the sample. Samples i n the form . 
of metal and alloy turnings can be used for the estimation 
of elements present by compressing them into a regular shape 
of reproducible density. ProblemO arising from the 
Inliomogeneous di s t r i b u t i o n of elements^ and from variation 
i n particle size i n the sample can be eliminated by preparing 
the sample i n the form of a l i q u i d or s f i l i d solution (30,37). 
Samples of solid solution can be achieved by fusion with 
l i t h u i m or sodium borate u n t i l the melt i s homogeneous then 
.8-
the n e l t i s poured onto a pre-heated aluminium plate. On 
Blow cooling, the sample i s obtained i n the form of a f l a t 
disc ( 3 3 , 3 9 t ) . The X-ray fluorescence method has also been 
used to measure the thickness of metal films (42,43). The 
method has been applied to the analysis of the impurity of 
elements having atonic numbers greateir than 19, by calibration 
of the fluorescent intensities of K X-rays against element 
concentration. When the atomic number of the element is high 
L X-rays are used instead of K e.g. Ta(z - 23) (37). Per 
analysis of elements of atomic number less than that of calcium 
the E X-ray energy i s lovir and absorption of the X-raya by a i r 
becomes serious, By the use of vacuum, or displacement of 
a i r i n the X-ray path by helium or hydrogen, i t is possible 
to do fluorescence analysis with elements of atomic number 
less than 20, the l i m i t being reached at sodium or magnesiums 
!)ecause of the longer wavelength of these radiations i t i s 
also necessary to use crystals with large l a t t i c e spacing e.g. 
ethylonediamine d i t a r t r a t e (d B 4. 4o4 A) (44945). ^ 
Continuous flov/ counters with very t h i n windows have been 
used to minimise losses due to absorption i n the counter 
windov/. Attempts have been made to adopt windowless flow 
counter f o r X-ray fluorescence analysis (46). 
C. Sta t i s t i c s and Detection Limit. 
The measure of the precision of the results of an 
analysis by X-ray fluorescence methods i s commonly given i n 
terms of the standard deviation expressed i n percentage ieo 
1 X 100 
• IT^ ' , 
where N • t o t a l observed count. 
ET^  s standard deviation of the eovuit. 
— s fra c t i o n a l standard deviation, 
ii4 
-9- , 
TThen a background correction i s involved the alternative 
fom(47,48). 
(HI - I^B)^ 
X 100 
( H L - I^B) 
i s used, where Hi, = t o t a l observed count 
NB = background count 
Expressed i n this way, the precision i s good, but i s found to 
vary from element to element due to the different energies of 
the fluorescent X-rays. An important question i s that of 
the d e f i n i t i o n of the l i m i t of detection, and several 
different c r i t e r i a f o r this definition have been adopted by 
;7orker3 i n this f i e l d . Of these, the most satisfactory 
wo-Jild appear to be that which defines the minimum detectable 
poncentration as that concentration which gives a value of 
the fluorescent intensity three times the standard deviation 
of the background. The minimum detectable concentration 
defincKl i n this v;ay gives a confidence of ninety nine per cent 
with a standard deviation approaching f i f t y per cent. The 
agreement between the results obtained by wet chemical methods 
and X-ray fluorescence analysis i s good (49)' 
Hon-dispersiv® metli.od. . 
. The non-dispersive method of X-ray fluorescence analysis 
. uses a radioactive material as the source of the primary 
X-radiation. .. A •i'adioactive source with radiation emission 
equivalent to the radiation output of. a modem X-ray tube, 
such as used i n the dispersive method, would have a strength 
from 10 kilocuries up' to 1 megacurie (1 curie = 3.7 x 10"^ ^ 
disintegration per second). Work with radioactive materials 
at such a c t i v i t y l e v e l s is extremely hazardous requiring 
special shielding and remote handling f a c i l i t i e s , . On the 
-10-
otlior hand i t i s possible to do onalysis by the non-dispersive 
nethod with as l i t t l e as 100 niorocuries of radioactive 
n a t e r i a l , althou^^h the s e n s i t i v i t y with such a sanple i s very 
much lower than can be achieved i n the dispersive nethod. 
I n the dispersive method nuch of the primary radiations and 
fluorescent radiations i s l o s t i n the c o l l i n a t i o n and' ' 
dispersion systemsj and so n i t h the much lower primary 
i n t e n s i t y available from usable radioisotope sources such 
c o l l i n a t i o n and dispersion systems cannot be used. Instead 
the fluorescent r a d i a t i o n i s detected by making use of the 
property of a proportional or s c i n t i l l a t i o n counter whereby 
the voltage output from the counter i s proportional to the 
- energy of the r a d i a t i o n incident upon i t . The resolution 
of such counters i s very much i n f e r i o r to that of c r y s t a l 
dispersion systems which are capable of resolving the 1^^^ 
15^ 2 ^ 1 ^ 2 S-radiations from an element., 
I n view of the lower primary i n t e n s i t y and poorer energy 
resolit/.tion available i n the non-dispersive, nethod i t i s not 
to be expected that i t can compete on equal terms with the 
dispersive method. There arc ho\7ever a wide v a r i e t y of 
possible applications of the non-dispersive method f o r which 
some knowledge of i t s s e n s i t i v i t y i n analysis would be 
us e f u l . The present i n v e s t i g a t i o n sets out to examine t h i s 
f o r a wide v a r i e t y of elements, and alsc i t s application to 
the analysis of mixtures of n i o b i m and tsuitalum. 
A.Source of Primary Radiation 
The radioactive sources usod are of throe main types. 
(a) . low energy y - emitters. 
(b) . Compact combinations of a beta-emitting 
radionuclide w i t h a target element, which 
give .rise to bremgstrahlung and charac t e r i s t i c 
X-raKTS of the elements present. • 
(c) . jB- emitters; a magnetic f i e l d i s usually used 
wi t h such sources to prevent scattered >B -
r a d i a t i o n entering the detector. 
The usG of OC-particle sources lias been attempted (50) 
"but the production of fluorescent X-rays i s found to be nany 
times less e f f i c i e n t tlian t l i a t of>5 - p a r t i c l e s . A suomary 
of the various types of source i s given i n tables I , I I > and 
I I I . 
Table I (51. 53). 
Brensstrahlun,?; Sources 
Isotope H a l f - l i f e ] Target Element Type of Hadiation Useful 
_ 
photon 
energx 
3H 12.3 years T i 
zr 
BS.emss trahltmg 
Brems s trahlung 
4-8 ICev 
1 5-9 Ker 
• 
2. 6 years Ag 
Al 
KAg I-rays -
Br ens s t r ahlung 
Brensstrahlung 
20-40i:ev 
10-40K9V 
lOo? years ° ! Br ems 8 trahlung 30-80Kev SO 
-^ 905? 28 years 
1 
Al Brens s trahlung 
• 
1 
70-150 
Kev 
Table I I 
Slectromagnetic r a d i a t i o n from radio isotope without 
the use of target (50, 53).• 
Isotope H a l f - l i f e Type of.Radiation Energy 
^31cs 9.7. days e f f e c t i v e l y nonochromatic 
X-ray 
29 o 6 i:cv 
2,9 years i'/tono chromatic 5«9 Kev 
131^ 140 days Monochronatic 56.9 li^ev 
24^An 470 years ¥ -0- X rays nainly 
60 Kev 
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Table I I I 
Radioiaotope provides beta p a r t i c l e s to excite characteristic 
3C-rays from elements i n sanplft (52. 531 54-t 55). 
Isotope Maximum beta energy h a l f l i f e 
930 Kev 13.5 days 
770 Kev 4 years — 
220 Kev 2.6 years 
or/gQY 540 and 2240 Kev 28 years 
•'Er 100 Kev 10.6 years 
jB. Detection and r e s o l u t i o n of the Fluorescent Radiations. 
The choice of a suitable detection system depends upon 
a number of fa c t o r s notably the detection s e n s i t i v i t y and 
energy r e s o l u t i o n required as w e l l as the energy of the 
fluorescent r a d i a t i o n . The-proportional counter has superior 
r e s o l u t i o n to a s c i n t i l l a t i o n counter f o r low energy r a d i a t i o n 
b i i t i t s detection e f f i c i e n c y f a l l s o f f f o r r a d i a t i o n of energy 
gx-ea.ter fclian 25 Icev (56). The lo;7 i n t e n s i t y of the primary 
r a d i a t i o n and the even lower i n t e n s i t y of the fluorescent 
r a d i a t i o n rectuire that source, sample and detector should be 
as close together as possible i n order to achieve the 
maximum s e n s i t i v i t y . Typical of the geometrical ari'angeneiits 
chosen by most workers are those sho\m i n f i g . 1-3, 1-4* 
Tho voltage pulse from the detector a f t e r suiteAle 
a a p l i f i c a t i o n by means of a l i n e a r a m p l i f i e r i s fed to a 
pulse height analyser which records the spectrum of r a d i a t i o n 
.fron the sample. 
Attempts to improve the re s o l u t i o n of the system have 
boea made by using the balanced f i l t e r tschniaue, which also 
serves to reduce errors due to i n s t a b i l i t y i n the associated 
- 12a -
Ssmple i n holder 
-1— T 
Co'jmter TOJi^dou Source i n holder 
Jflgo I-;? Geometrical arrangeaent 
ikmple support 
Counter 
^uxva i n holder 
Ck>\2nter uindov; 
1 Counter 
S^ample 
flgo 1-4- Geometrical arrangement 
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electronic c i r c u i t s . The balanced f i l t e r teclmique taJces 
advantage of the difference i n energy of the absorption edges 
of elements w i t h a small difference betjeen t h e i r respective 
atonic numbers. Two such elements give a f i l t e r system. 
The transmission of eg.ch f i l t e r f o r X-rays i s made equal over 
the w'hole energy range eixcept inbetween t h e i r absorption 
edges. (Sec f i g o 1-5). I n actual experinent, one f i l t e r i s 
placed upon the counter window, then count rate i s tgJjen. 
With the f i l t e r replaced by the other f i l t e r , the count rate 
i s taken s^ain. The difference i n transmission then 
represents the i n t e n s i t i e s of fluorescent X~rays whose 
energies l i e s between the two absorption edges eogo Co K*c 
r a d i a t i o n (6.93 i:ev) can be i s o l a t e d using the Jm Ks< 
absorption edge (6054 kev) together with the Pe Kx^ 
absorption ( 7 o i l Icev). 
I n case v;here the neighbouring fluorescent peaks axe 
only p a r t i a l l y resolved the i n d i v i d u a l fluorescent i n t e n s i t i e s 
call be determined by a method due to Dolby (58). 
l e t Yj^ s r e s u l t a n t peak i n t e n s i t y f o r element A 
YB «8 r e s u l t a n t peak i n t e n s i t y f o r element B 
I A = actual peal: i n t e n s i t y f o r element A ' 
1-Q - actual peak i n t e n s i t y f o r element B 
3^ s c o n t r i b u t i o n constant- f o r element B at peak 
pos i t i o n A 
•n 
a"! s c o n t r i b u t i o n constant f o r element A at peak posit i o n B 
Then 
B 
s I A 4- aA I B 
YB = as lA-f I B 
Hence the constants can be evaluated and a l l I A , I g 
f o r n i x t i i r e a of elements A and B calculated. 
•7ith the exception of the methods adopted to counter 
the absorption - enhancement e f f e c t , the discussion given 
i n the section of dispersive systems can be carried over to 
- 15a 
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the Aon «• dispersive method. The low resolution of the 
detection syoten i s such that the requirement f o r the 
oha r a c t e r i s t i c r a d i a t i o n of the i n t e r n a l standard to be 
close to that of the element to be determined cannot be 
net, and t h i s i s true also f o r the use of scattered 
r a d i a t i o n . The low i n t e n s i t y of the fluorescent r a d i a t i o n 
ueans that the amount of the same element which must be 
added to produce s i g n i f i c a n t change i n the observed 
fluorescent i n t e n s i t y i s such that one can no longer regard 
{P'^P '^^^f ) 3.3 being constant. Thesa factors r e s t r i c t the 
use pf the aon-disporsive method to simple systems, at the 
cioat binary mixtures of elements. Por binary systems, the 
fluorsoeo&t i n t e n s i t y i s c a l i b r a t e d against the respective 
w«ight percentage- or weight f r a c t i o n s of the elements rather 
thsn t h e i r coneentrations« 
C. Advantages of non-digpersive method and some of the 
re s u l t s obtalnedo 
I n spite o f the afore mentioned l i m i t a t i o n s , the non-
dispersive notliod can achieve useful r e s u l t s at considerably 
less cost than the dispersive method. The soiurce i s robust, 
portable and compact and lends i t s e l f r e a d i l y to a wide 
v a r i e t y of arrangement. The emiosion of -X-rays from a given 
source i s stable and reproducible over long periods, i t s only 
v a r i a t i o n being t l i a t of the decay of the radioactive isotope 
f o r which co r r e c t i o n can r e a d i l y and accurately be made. 
The use of. the proportional counter nal:es the resolution of 
long wavelength radiations easier than by using crji-stals 
vThioh are d i f f i c u l t to obtain with the large l a t t i c e spacing 
reqixired. 
The method has been applied to a l l o y composition 
analysis (54^59) i r o n ore (60), glass (54)* solution contain! 
uranium (61) and cobalt i n hydrocarbon (62), Large samples 
have been examined by moving a spsc i a l l y designed detection 
' system over the saaple surface (^3) th® concentration either 
being aspressed as an average, or as i n d i v i d u a l analysis f o r 
each pcsrt of the surface. 
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• ' CHiVPTSR 2 
Introduetioa^ to the TocIi3li<me 
of laotope method 
Sources 
These isotopes which emit alpha, beta, low energy ganna, 
and monochromatic X-rays can be used to cscitc the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c X-rays of elements. Moaocliromatic X-raya from 
these isotopes v/hich decay by electron capture (eg. Pe55j 
W l O l ) can excite very e f f i c i e n t l y the chara c t e r i s t i c X-^raya 
df elements ivhoso absorption edge energies He at s l i g h t l y 
lower energy than that of the monochromatic X-ra^-. For the 
e x c i t a t i o n of the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c X-rays of a wider range of 
elements a bremsstraiilung source i s more-suitable. 
Bremsstrahlung soui^ces are r e a d i l y prepared by fo2:i!iing 
suitable combinations of a beta emitting isotope with a 
target element, the deceleration of the beta p a r t i c l e s i n 
the t arget matrix gi:ving r i s e to bremsstrahlung. Suitable 
combinations are formed by mechanical mixtures eg. Pm 14>7 
and aluminium powderi by adsorption eg. Kr^^ on active 
charcoal J or by chemical combination, eg. n3 v^ith titanium 
or zirconium metal. 
The choice of a suitable source depends upon the energies 
of the c h a r a q t o r i o t i c X-rays which i t i s required ,to excite. 
Th© energies of the primary X-rays from the source should not 
bo very much higher than re<iuired to bring about the 
e x c i t a t i o n of the fluorescent X«»rayOj since higher energy 
r a d i a t i o n w i l l cause an Increase i n background due to Compton 
s c a t t e r i n g and escape peak production without any increase 
i n the i n t e n s i t y of the fluorescent S«»ray, I n a n a l y t i c a l 
applications i t i s usual to excite the K X-rays of elements 
of low atomic number. Por elements of high atomic number 
the fluorescent y i e l d f o r IC X-rays incroaseo slowly with 
atomic number (64) w h i l s t the photoelectric cross section 
f o r K electrons decreases r a p i d l y (65) with the r e s u l t that 
the fluorescence e f f i c i e n c y f o r IC X-rays i s not much better 
than that f o r clonenta of lov; atomic number. The available 
data on L X-ray fluorosoent yi^elds (6(5), and L electron 
photoelectric cross sections (67) sho;;s that f o r elements 
of higher atomic number the fluorescence e f f i c i e n c i e s f o r 
both IC and L X-rays are s i j i i i l a r . I n such cases the use of 
a source v^hich excites only the L X-rays i s therefor* 
preferable since i t w i l l r e s u l t i n a- lo-./er background ,due to 
less Coapton s c a t t e r i n g aad elimination of escape peak 
.production.- A smaller b i o l o g i c a l hazard w i l l alec r e s u l t . 
w i t h the use of lower energy source. Therefore the source 
chosen to excite X-rays over a v/id© range of elements should 
have a maximum energy no greater than 60 kev, s u f f i c i e n t to 
excite L X-'rayo from a l l elenents, and X X-rays f r o n elesients 
l i g h t e r than thulium. 
A wido choice e x i s t i n the physical sis© and shape of 
the source. The best shape i s one designed to f i t the 
perimeter of tho counter window since t h i s p&mits the 
maximum imb^ant of fluorescent r a d i a t i o n from the scample to 
enter the counter, but unfortunately technical d i f f i c u l t i e s 
i n the preparation of such sources greatly increase th e i r 
cost. A more usual arrangement i s that of a disc shaped 
aouroe placed a t the centre of the eoijinter window. The 
a©ix?co i s mounted on a backing material o f higli atomic number 
of s u f f i c i e n t thickness to prevent access of primary X-rays 
to the countero 
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CQUITTEPuS 
Geiger counters can b© used to detect the fluorescent 
r a d i a t i o n . However since they are unablo to discriminate 
between plictons ©f d i f f e r e n t energies, Seiger counters must 
be used i n combination w i t h balanced f i l t e r systems f o r 
energi' sel e c t i o n . The long "dead time" of such counters 
also nakoB then leas suitable f o r high i n t e n s i t i e s of X-raySo 
PropSjE'Jiional and s c i n t i l l a t i o n counters can bo used f o r 
d i r e c t energy aoloction since i n feo.th cases the voltage 
output i e proportional to the energy of the incident photon. 
X-ray proportional eo^jnters are generally f i l l e d with Argon-
Efflthane or Xenon-methane gas mixtures the choice of f i l l i n g 
beixig dotei-mlned by th© photon energj'- i t i s required to detect 
or the positions of escape peal-is i f they should occur. The 
counter i s f i t t e d with a t h i n beryllium v/indow with as large 
an active area as i s possible consistent V7ith mechanical 
s t a b i l i t y . To minimise loss by absorption i n the case of 
low energy X-rays a ^ as ^ low proportional counter which 
p e m i t o the use of extremely t h i n windov/s i s used. A 
hydrogen or helium o p t i c a l path bet.veen the sample and counter 
window i s also used to f u r t h e r reduce absorption losses. 
The o c i a t i l l a t i o n counter uses a c r y s t a l of sodi:2n iodide 
a©tivat€?.d v/ith t hallium, and o p t i c a l l y coupled to a suitable 
photomultipHcr t^foe. The windov; consists of a t h i n layer 
of berylliuzm metal to irdnimiss absorption of the X-rays. 
I:I?EP.GY SELEOTXOIT 
The sele c t i o n of the fluoreaccijt X-rays i s made by 
measurement of the output pulse from ?l proportional or 
s c i n t i l l a t i o n counter. 
I n the case of the proportional coimter the size of the 
output pulse i s determined by the energ^r deposition w i t h i n 
the coiujter t h i s l a t t e r being determined by the cnergj' of 
the Z-ray photon. The size of the output pulse from the 
dis-
counter i s strongly dependent on the high voltage applied to 
the anode, and t h i s voltage pulse from the counter i s small 
and must be amplified considerably before detection. I n 
order to avoid attenuation and d i s t o r t i o n of the pulse i n 
connoctlag cables a pre-amplif i e r Nvith cathode follov/er 
output i s placed as close to the counter as possible, the .. 
pijilsG being then fed to a h i g i i ^ain a m p l i f i e r . I t i s 
desirable that a m p l i f i c a t i o n o f the output pulse should be 
l i n e a r i n order to d i f f e r e n t i a t e pulses a r i s i n g from X-ray 
photons of d i f f e r e n t energies, .Ifter a m p lification selection 
of piJiSlses i s made elec t r o n i c a l l y by means of a pulse-height 
analyser which has one or more channels of variable threshold 
energy. Tho .number of pulses i n a given voltage range i s 
then recorded by means of a scaler or ratemeter. 
The requirements f o r the s c i n t i l l a t i o n counter are 
s i m i l a r to those of the proportional counter, except that 
tho i n i t i a l a m p l i f i c a t i o n i s provided by the photomultiplier 
tube5 the pulses being fed v i a a cathode follower output 
d i r e c t l y to the l i n e a r 'amplifiero 
The f l u c t u a t i o n i n the t o t a l number of ion pairs formed 
i n the proportional co-jntor by absorption of photons of the 
same, energy gives r i s e to Gaussian pulse height d i s t r i b u t i o n 
w i t h a standard deviation nearly equal to 1,6 times the 
squar® root of the number of electrons i n the i n i t i a l 
i o n l o a t i o n (63). This eombinod with the fl u c t u a t i o n s i n 
the associated electronic c i r c u i t s gives an o v e r a l l standard 
deviation considerably greater, Por the s c i n t i l l a t i o n 
counter the d i s t r i b u t i o n i n pulse h e i g i i t arises from 
f l u c t u a t i o n i n fluorescent y i e l d i n the c r y s t a l , i n amplification 
by the ph o t o n u l t i p l i e r s together w i t h t h ^ t of the associated 
ele c t r o n i c c i r c u i t s , . 
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A measure of the e x t e n t of the f l u c t u a t i o n i s given by 
the r a t i o 
7 i d t h at h a l f hei,rht of d i s t r i b u t i o n « 7 
Mean amplitude of pulse V 
This r a t i o i s referred to as the resolution of the • 
counter. The behaviour of d i f f e r e n t aystoios can be compared 
by examining t h e i r r e s o l u t i o n f o r a given r a d i a t i o n eg« Cu li* 
(63) 
Detector Resolution 
Proportional counter ' 20^5 
S c i n t i l l a t i o n counter 50^i 
L i P oysteii (dispersive) 1.5yi 
A f u r t h e r method of energy selection i e that using 
f i l t e r s . I n practioo i t i s d i f f i c u l t to jnake f i l t e r s 
completely balanced over the whole energy range (69) 
especially that f a r away from the absorption edges of the 
f i l t e r s . Thus o^ nc f i n d s that energy disorimination v/ith a 
propprtional counter i s s t i l l necessary, but the use of such 
f i l t e r s allows an increase i n the chaiinel w i d t h of the pulse 
analyser with a con3eq.uGnt increase iix s e n s i t i v i t y and 
resoluti'ono I t has recently be^^i claimed that selective 
f i l t e r s can be made balanced over the whole energj"- range making 
f u r t h e r energy selection w i t h a proportionsil counter unnecessary 
(70). I n such' case a geiger counter can be used as & detector. 
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CHAPTER -3 
Preliminary ITork 
Sources 
I n the present work the use of two d i f f e r e n t types of 
aouree was investigated " 
. (a) Bremestralilung source, 
(b) y-emitting source. 
The radioisotope source used to produce bremsstrahlung 
\me the pur© ^ - emitting isotope Pm 147 (71), 
Q. . 0,225mev 
The source, prepared by the Hadioehemical Centre, 
AnerehaA, consisted of 1 curie of Pa 147 bonded i n alimlnlum 
as target element'placed on a backing of metallic gold (se© 
f i g 3-1) o Two euch sources were obtained the f i r s t being 
considerably contaminated with Eu i^^ ^ . a?his l a t t e r isotope 
has a h a l f l i f e of sixteen years and gives high energy *-rays.C72) 
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The ^ - em i t t i n g source consisted of Co57 (72) 
- 0-'57niev 
All energy level in msv 
Co57 (270d) 
J' f 0.0144 ^ ' I - • «- 0^0000 
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1 a i l l i c u i - l e of Co57 ©otalt clil o r i d a i a d i l u t e liydrocliloric 
aeld was obtained tron the Radioehemleal Contre, Mershaa. 
The pouree ms prepared evaporation of the solution i n a 
platinuQ oup 0*4 on. i n dianoter a f t e r wliioh tlie deposit wao 
covered w i t h a t h i n layor of v i n y l i t o r e o i n , tbe l a t t e r being 
prepared by a d d i t i o n of a d i l u t e oolution of 7.Y.1T.S. (1 part 
resiin: 30 parts sol-rQ-at) r e s i n i n cyclohexanoae and allo\7ing 
tlxe oolvent to evaporate. 
Inatyunenta 
A oonmei'cially available proportional counter v;as used 
tbroughout t h i n \7orl:. IJaaufaetiired by 20tii Century Electrenioa 
l i n i t e d B the counter (type Px 130BA3) ^^ ao f i l l e d w i t h a Xenon -
nethane mixture and f i t t e d w i t h a t h i n beryllium r/lndow 3.5 cma 
I n ^liaaeter. The remaining unito of tlie aaoenibly were 
standard nucleonic instruiaenta Eianufaetared by Dynatron Radio 
l t d . A block aehematic diagrcan of the layout i s shovm i n 
tic. 3-2. 
Inetruacnt Settinfts 
OptiEun inatr^juaent aettings t?ero selected. The moat 
iaportant of theae vsrere the higli voltage applied to the 
oouator and the pulsa i n t e g r a t i o n and d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n time 
oonatanto of the l i n e a r a m p l i f i e r 
(a) Coiuiter v o l tage . 
lirith both a n p l i f i e r tiiao constants a r b i t r a r i l y set at 
0.32 alcroscoonds .and the pulse analyser diacriminator 
threshold set at 10 v o l t o , observation of the background 
nolae l o v o l of the counter waa nade f o r various applied 
voltagosi A noticoable increase i n noise l e v e l be^-an at an 
applied f i e l d of 2500 v o l t p and'increased rapidly f o r applied 
Voltagea i n oxceos of 2900 v o l t s (oee f i g . 3-3)• 5he 
cd'unting o f f i c i o n c y f o r a f i x e d oourco counter - geometry ." 
(aeleeted so that the counting l e v e l was. not too his^i) '-"^  
determined as a fu n c t i o n of counter voltage (see f i g . 3-4). 
Th6 boot ""condition was found f o r an applied volta.3e of 2000 
v o l t s . . 
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Medsureiienos v/erc also nade of tlie v a r i a t i o n i n peat 
poaivion of the Cu K radiations v7itli applied cou.itor TOltaj® 
if ±2" 3-5)" Tb.0 hi-z^ v o l tar;© supply u n i t v;a3 said tho' 
naaufacturors to have a s t a b i l i t y cf 0 . 0 5'/^ f o r a y a r i a t i o n 
i n mains -volbaje of lO^i, S-ach a v a r i a t i o n v/oiild a l i l f t the 
peak p o s i t i o n by 0.3;.^ v / l t i i the applied volta^'e at 2000 voltsp 
aiid i n order to avoid t h i s a aain s t a h i l i s o r (Servcnox Controls 
Ltd., type A-.C. 2 Karlc I I A) \7as used to supply the H.T. u n i t , 
(h) /uroXifier t i a e constants. / 
UslHii Cu IC X-rays as standard the resolution of the 
instruripnt was deterainod as a f-jnction of the i n t e s r a t i o n 
and d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n time constants of the JLincar a i i p l i f l e r . 
Witlji instruiiient s e t t i n g s ; 
Counter voltage ; 2 0 0 0 v 
i t a p l i f i c r attenuation; 13 dB. 
Pulse analyser channel width 1.0 v o l t the res-alts \vere 
as fojlcv/s. 
Diff'^o time constant (jU.secs) 0 . 0 3 0.16 0,32 O.SO 1,60 
I n t " . t i n o constant sees) 0.03 0.16 0.32 0.30 1,60 
Resolution i n psrcenta^ j® 50 33 26 32.4 42.5 -
The "best r e s o l u t i o n v7a3 ohtained -vith both t i a e eonstants 
at 0.32 sees. A perc<?nta£;e resolution of 20/5 haa been 
elaiaed by Parish and ICohler (73) using Cu rad i a t i o n , but 
i n th© present •v7ork no attespt has been code to separate the 
and Eg radia t i o n s -^rhich ciay account f o r the lower 
r e s o l u t i o n . 
C a l i b r a t i o n . 
The fluorescent X-ray of an elonent i s doterained by 
obsprvin^ '^e counter response f o r a f i x e d pulse analyser 
channel -.vidth ^7ith v a r i a t i o n of the- channel threshold voltage. 
The c)iani;ie.l tlireshold voliagc at the naximuiu of the peak i s 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the elcnent. Profil^es of couiiter recponso 
f o r a number of elements are shov/n i n f i g . 3-6. I t v / i l l be 
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observed that the d i s t o r t i o n i s not of the ^ j-aussian f o r a 
expected the p r o f i l e s boin^S d i s t o r t e d on th© lower energy 
side. Prom the observation tl;iat t h i s d i s t o r t i o n appeared 
tg p.ov@ with the cleneni's poalc i t waa at f i r s t thouglit to be 
due to escape pejic production. As moj^e r e s u l t s were obtained 
however i t beca.me clear that t h i s apparent movcirient was due to 
til© chc.nging shape of the p r o f i l e ^  and that tho d i s t o r t i o n was 
a foature of the primary X-ray spectrum, the separation 
bot\7oen the fluorescent pealr and the d i s t o r t i o n tacroaaiiic' ' 
with atomic ni^mber. 
Tho mean amplitude of the xrulsos from the counter should 
be proportional to the energy'- of the S-ray photon x^i'odueing 
the pulses. This was confirmed by p l o t t i n g the peak position 
i n v o l t s against the linown energy of tho pharacteristic X-ra^'s 
(see f i g o 3-7). Prom these gi^apho the approximate mean pulse 
amplitude i h .volts can be determined f o r X-rays of .any oncrgj'-g 
and'convei'scly the energy of X-rays can bo determined from the 
mean pulue amplitude. 
Some coSiTiont i s necessary on the choice of energy value 
f o r the fluorescent X-ray peal:. The lew resolution of the 
counter does not allow the IC X-rays to be s p l i t into the 
componont3l5<ip IU2» and IC@2 radiations j and so a l l w i l l 
make a c o n t r i b u t i o n to tho observed peak. The r e l a t i v e 
i n t e n s i t i e s of the ecmi^onent radiations are (74): ; 
Y^l 100 
50 
ICsn 21 
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In--assigning an energy value to the fluorescent peak that 
Of the I«sJL r a d i a t i o n has been chosen since i t makes the 
greatest c o n t r i b u t i o n to the resultant peak heighti 
The mean pulse amplitude f o r a given X-ray can also b© 
varied by v a r i a t i o n of the piifee attenuation, a control f o r 
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\7hidh l o a feature of the e m p l l f i e r . Provided that the 
input and output Inpedanceo of thQ amplifier sre eq.ual, ths 
pulse amplitude measured at d i f f e r e n t attenuation can be 
r e l a t e d to a standard attenuation uslns the r e l a t i o n . 
Attenuation value i n decibels c 20 log.(Vi) 
(V2) 
Whore V i 0 pulse amplitude at attenuation value 1 
V2 = pulse amplitude at attenuation value 2 
, ;\f t o r c o r r e c t i o n to a standard attenuation value the 
aq[uaa?e r o o t of mean pulse amplitude f o r Z X-rays was p l o t t e d 
ao a f u n c t i o n of atomic number, the r e l a t i o n being l i n e a r as 
expected from the Moseley r e l a t i o n ( f i g , 3«»8). Proa such a 
graph tho peak p o s i t i o n f o r K X-rays f o r any clement can bo 
determined f o r the standard attenuation value 0 
l^tfegmination of counter "Dead tlm^". 
The "dead t i n e " of a proportional counter i s normally 
only a few microsoconds and can be neglected f o r a l l but very 
high values of couat r a t e . I t was considered however that . 
tlie associated electronic c i r c u i t s might make, a s i g n i f i c a n t 
c o n t r i b u t i o n to "dead time" snd so a determination was nade 
by the method of Martin (75). This i s baoed on the eq.uation 
n» ^* » Ho - n Hot 
where n s observed count ra t e . 
- d i s i n t e g r a t i o n constant of isotope observed-
Ho s True count r a t e . 
T » "dead time", 
t' . a time 
A sample of Ma^^ ( t - ^ « 2,576 h r s ) , was prepared by th« 
rea c t i o n P056 (^p) Mn56^ and a f t e r allowing one hour f o r the 
decay of short l i v e d species the decay was obs&rved with tho 
eounting set. A p l o t of rie^^^n gives a l i n e a r r e l a t i o n f o r 
whioh the slope i s IToT* . The intercept then gives ITo andT 
- 26a 
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Fig, 3-8 Atomic number Z against square root of mav::n auiplituae of pulses 
produced by K A-rays (after correction f o r attenuation) 
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l a dotermlned. Results are ahawi i n f i g . 3o9» and give a 
value f o r doad time of lOlx/sooonds. This value was used 
to correct the observed data where necessary. 
Primary X-ray BT)ectra of Sources, 
(a) Co^^ spectrum. 
The spectrum of tlio Co57 aouroa measured with the 
proportional counter i s shovm i n f i g . 3-10, and i s considerably 
d i f f e r e n t from that expected on tho basis of i t s decay scheme 
(page s 22 ) , Assuming l i n e a r i t y of the energj'- scale .above, 
tho b l u e s t energy of fluorOsocnt X-ray measured (Ce I ^ : - 34.? 
kev) no poak i 5 found f o r -th? V -ray of 122 kev energy, but 
instead a broad dis-tribution i s obtained. Some factors 
ecn-fiributing to %h® observed spectrum may be?-
(1) the low photoelectric cross seotion of Xenon (the 
p r i n c i p a l component of -the cou:ator f i l l i n g gas) f o r 
r a d i a t i o n of 122 kev energy. 
(2) the high energy photoolec.trons a r i s i n g within the 
counter from the plic to e l e c t r i c i n t e r a c t i o n are 
neutralised by th© eountOr w a l l before losing a l l their 
energy by i o n i s a t i o n of the counter gas. . Such an 
e f f e c t vTould give r i s e to a lower pulse output than 
would be expected f o r 122 kev energy, and a broad 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of pulse heights would be obtained. 
(3) at an energy cf 122 kev the Coapton scattering cross 
section w i l l be comparable with -the iDhb to e l e c t r i c 
cross section, again giving- continuous pulse height 
d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
(4) since the source decays by an electron capture process 
-bhe associated inner brfensotralilung e f f e c t would make 
a c o n t r i b u t i o n tc the spectrum. 
(b) Pm^ '^y spectrum 
T'wo sources ( I and I I ) were purchased from the 
Radioehonical Centre, Amersham, both nominally containing 1 
evucie of Ral47. jhe spectra of the sources maasiwed with 
.2?a 
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n Scale A .10 
SlS' 3-9 ^ against n to find the "dead" time of instruments 
n i s coimts/^OOseconds from '^M t i s equal to time 
X the decay coustant 
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the proportional counter are shown i n f i g . 3 - l l | . and ^ere 
obtained by exposing the counter to the d i r e c t r a d i a t i o n from 
the oouree which was placed at a s u f f i c i e n t distance from the 
counter to give a reasonable value of the count rate. 5?he 
opoctra shown are s i m i l a r i n shape to the published spectrum 
(76). - However there i s seine doubt as to whether those 
spectra t r a l y record tho bromsotralilung I n t e n s i t y as a function 
of energy'. She experience w i t h the Co57 source shows that 
tho counter i s loss sensitive tp .-she higher ©nerg;^ ' radiation-
and some at least of the fs'-ll o f f at high energies must be 
a t t r i b u t e d to t h i s cause. .Again, with the geometry adopted 
to giire. reasonable values of the count r a t e , a disprioportionate 
attenuation of the lower e n c r ^ bromBstrahlung i s to be 
expected due to a i r absorption. 
Although nominally of the same strength i t can be seen 
from f i g . 3-11 that the i n t e n s i t y of r a d i a t i o n from the sources 
i s not the same. This could be due to a difference i n the 
degree of mixing c f tho Pal47 v/ith the aluminium matrix, -vyhon 
tho sources were oxaiained w i t h a geiger counter uiaing a lead 
absorber to remove bromsstrahlung both sources showed the 
presence of high enorg^^ ^ - r a j ^ s . A consultation v/ith the 
mcJrero o f the aourcee confirmed the presence of radioactive 
isotopes of europium. The l e v e l of contamination of the two 
sources i s d i f f e r e n t , a lead ^ absorber experiment using a geiger 
counter as detector showing that one source had 50 times as 
great a contamination (see Pig. 3-12). 
The presence of the high energy »ray contamination w i l l 
also make, a c o n t r i b u t i o n to the observed spectra of the sources. 
By the method used to measure the spectra the ef f e c t of the 
^-ray contamination villi, be magnified by the f a c t that • the 
whole body of the proportional counter w i l l be sensitive , to 
the t^raya v/horeas only the r e l a t i v e l y small v;indows w i l l 
allow the bremsstralilung to enter. A f u r t h e r measurement of 
« 28si 
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tlio source s])Gotra was xiade I n whloli tlie body of tlie oountor 
vme oovcrod I n I j v e r s of load oheet to otop they-rays, the 
ceiantor windo^va b c i n j l e f t f r o o . The r e s u l t s are. shovm i n 
f i j * 3-13» caid indicate t h a t the ^-x-aya have mado a considerable 
o c i i t r i b u t i o n to the pi-iiaaxir eioectrum i n the I>ro3?.oatr2hlung region. 
The fcregoins diacusaion a-oggoota that f o r the preaent 
011I7 v a l i d aethod f o r eosparison of the tv7o soiurcos i a one 
of oczaparing th-c i n t e n a i t y of f l u o r e a c G n t r a d i a t i o n '^hlch they 
produce i n the sane aanplo of n a t e r i a l . I n the present caoe 
beeq-use of the v e r y nuch higlier Y*ray l e v e l I n one of the 
soureea i t was not p o a s i b l e to do t h i s comparison i n the 
^ane geouetryo 
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1}1^ .>-15 Helativ© intensity of source I and XI ( I * I I ' are spectra 
obtained with the counter body covered with lead plates) asainat 
sner^y 
CHAPTER 4 
TliQ use of solutions has the advantage of providing a 
r e a d i l y reproduciljle lioiiiogenaouB sanple form, tlius reducing 
the number of variables, to be considered. The. l i q u i d 
solutions used i n the present work usually involved.';7ater or 
d i l u t e acid as the solvent. 
Because a wide range, of elements was to be investigated, 
f o r which the optinum conditions (e.g. saaple-source distance) 
required to give the highest r a t i o of peak fluorescent 
i n t e n s i t y to. background i n t e n s i t y are not always i d e n t i c a l , 
i t .was decided to select these conditions f o r one element 
whose c h a r a c t e r i s t i c X-ray energy represented an average value, 
and then use the same conditions f o r a l l elements. The 
eleneht chosen ;^7as broHinep solutions of the element being 
prepared by d i s s o l v i n g potassiua bromide i n vrater. 
Experimental arrangement 
Three d i f f e r e n t arrangements of source, sample and counter 
v/er© investigated, these being depicted i n f i g 4-1 and labelled 
A, B, and C. -
A l s In. t h i s arrangement the sample c e l l consisted of 
a p l a s t i c cup v/hich was f i l l e d to a measured volume with the 
'solution to be determined. A number of shelf positions were 
available to a l t e r the source sample distance. . I n practice 
the arrangement gave a lower fluorescent peak to background 
r a t i o than could bo achieved with other arrangements; This 
30 s> 
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could be a t t r i b u t e d to scattered r a d i a t i o n , f r o 2 the sample 
auT>port and bench, entering the counter. The fluorescent 
i n t e n s i t y v/aa found to be very sensitive to small changes i n 
l e v e l of the sample surface such as ni s h t occur throush 
inaccuracies i n the neasurement of sample volume. For the 
above reasons A was replaced by the arrangements 23 and C. 
33;- The saaple c e l l consisted of a polythene cylinder 
one end of which v/as closed w i t h a t h i n f i l m of polythene. 
•The polythene f i l m was stretched over the end of the cylinder 
and then held in. place by a r i n g of polythene. • The c e l l nas 
supported over the source and counter window on two 
aluainiuiii rods, , • . 
C;- This was adopted v/hen using the source with the 
hii^lier europium contamination (source I ) , the counter window 
bein^j- shielded from d i r e c t r a d i a t i o n by a shield of hi-sh 
density tungsten - copper a l l o y ( n a l l o r y metal). The c e l l 
arrangement was i d e n t i c a l w i th that i n B. 
The axran£;ements B and C gave better r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y 
and were also much more tol e r a n t to small displacements of 
the sample c e l l , Hovz-ever B i s to be preferred when possible. 
Sample size 
According to equation 1.1 the fluorescent i n t e n s i t y from 
the sample varies w i t h concentration and with the f a c t o r (P-^ f 
^ ) f > f o r a sample having sn i n f i n i t e thichnesso Determination 
of the fluorescent i n t e n s i t y as a func t i o n of sample depth 
f o r various concentrations of reference sample are given i n 
f i g . 4-2g and show that the condition of i n f i n i t e thicliness 
i s s a t i s f i e d f o r sample depths of a few centimetres. A 
consideration of.the r e s u l t s f o r a sample concentration of 
10 §ms. KBr/ l i t r e shov/s a r i s e of fluorescent i n t e n s i t y \vith 
increasing depth up to a maximum at a sample depth of 2.4 cms. 
and i a constant a t higlier values of the depth. The 
background l e v e l , increases w i t h increasing depth. A sample 
depth of 2o8 cms. was chosen as providing an adequate 
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fluorescent i n t e n s i t y w i th an acceptable background l e v e l , 
and f o r the c e l l diameter available gave a sample size of 
90 C C S . 
Backgro-gnd Oorreotion 
The correction of the observed r e s u l t s f o r background 
l e v e l presents a d i f f i c u l t problem p a r t i c u l a r l y f o r 
ffiulticouiponent samples. I f the background were constant 
w i t h respect to concentration the correction could r e a d i l y 
be made using a blanls: determination. for samples containing 
a single feea:vy element i t seemed reasonable to assuLie that 
tliG r a d i a t i o n i n t e n s i t y a t sone position higher i n energy 
than the fluorescent r a d i a t i o n from the sample would be due 
to background only, and that i t s v a r i a t i o n would be simila r 
to that of the background r a d i a t i o n at the fluorescent peak 
p o s i t i o n . 7oT an a r b i t r a r i l y chosen off-peak position the 
v a r i a t i o n of i n t e n s i t y was studied as a func t i o n of 
ec.icentration f o r a range of elements. The res'-iltSj expressed 
ao the r a t i o of i n t e n s i t y at concentration x (B.Gx) to 
i n t e n s i t y at zero concentration (B.Go) p l o t t e d against 
concentraticnp are sho'.rn i n f i g s 4-3 and 4-4 and indicate 
ihat the backgrojmd l e v e l varies with concentration. 
With the assumption that the v a r i a t i o n i n backjsrouiid was 
mainly due to absorption by the only heavy element present a 
somewhat less a r b i t r a r y method of correction was a i T i v e d at. 
Figure 4.5 shov;s a t y p i c a l p l o t of the jiiass absorption 
c o e f f i c i e n t of an element as function of X-ray energy, the 
p o s i t i o n of the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c X-ro^r.of the element also being-
shown ( a ) . I t can be seen that there exists a second enorgj'' 
value (b) f o r which the mass absorption c o e f f i c i e n t i s the 
same"as that of the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c energy. Thus at (a) and 
(b) t h e - v a r i a t i o n i n i n t e n s i t y due to absorption by the 
clement should be i d e n t i c a l . The background i n t e n s i t y as a 
fun c t i o n of energy'- determiiied on a blanl: sample allows the 
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i n t e n s i t y r a t i o E « A,^ to bo obtained (see Fi:^. 4-5). I f 
the i n i t i a l , aasajapuion i s correct R should be constantp and 
lience the backipround c p n t r i b u t i c n tc the observed fluorescent 
peal: can be deterninod fi^bm obser'/ation of t;he i n t e n s i t y of 
ra d i a t i o n at the reference p o s i t i o n ( b ) . 
I n practice the heavy element w i l l always be associated 
v/ith. other eleicGnts i n the s o l u t i c n j and their- presence 
.ahould be taJiCn int o • :::cccunfc -.vhen choosing the background 
reference p o s i t i o n . A f i r s t choice of •.--eferenoe position 
was made from the mass absorption carves f o r the hea-/y element. 
.Conoi.Ieratiyn of the absorption of the other elements at t h i s 
.energy'' a l l g / a a semi-quantitative correction to be applied to 
t h e ' f i r s t choice to give a f i n a l reference position. 
Cc-intin^- time. '• 
•The choice of counting tijae i s i n e v i t a b l y a compromise. 
Long counting times reduce the f r a c t i o n a l s t a t i s t i c a l error, 
but r e l y on. a long term s t a b i l i t y of the counting system.. 
On the other hand short counting times reduce the time 
required f o r analysis, but with s a c r i f i c e i n precision. 
I n t h i s p a r t i c u l a r work no automatic timing device v/as 
used, and i n order to minimise errors a r i s i n g from, manual 
co n t r o l a r e l a t i v e l y long counting tine of 5 minutes was 
adopted. Three or four observations were made at each 
concentration. 
Results.' 
C a l i b r a t i o n curves of fluorescence i n t e n s i t y against 
element concentration f o r solutions containing one heavy 
element were prepared f o r a wide range of elements, the results 
being i l l u s t r a t e d i n Figures 4-7,4-88 4-9,4-10,4-119 4-12,4-13, 
4-14, A l l measurements were made with a pulse analyser 
channel width of one v o l t , and f o r the purpose of comparison 
were converted to a standard am p l i f i e r attenuation of 26 
decibels. : A l l observed counts were corrected f o r counter . 
dead time, and f o r backgro-Jind by .the method outlined. Due 
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to the l i i j l i t)acl::jroiiiid oml loj f l u o r e s c e n t intensity- i n tlie 
r e g i o n of 6 kev enex-gy, no v e s ' i l t s r/ere olDtainecL f o r oleniGnts 
c f a t o n i c number lower than i r o n w i t h arran^-enent C (source I ) , 
or f o r elemouts c f a t o n i c nun'oer lower than r i i c l - e l f o r a 
drran^-euent B C source 11). The c a l i b r a t i o n corv-es ohcv/ the 
expected convex upwai'ds shape dac t c s e l f - a b s o r p t i o n of tL 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c r a d i a t i o n o f t h e sample a t bhe higlier e leuent 
concenbrationo. Some curves show a s l i g h t concave upwards 
si:ape a t low concontrafcion dae t o e r r o r i n the choice of 
r e f e r e n c e p o s i t i o n f o r the bacIiii^rouQd. As nentioned e a r l i e r 
t h e c h o i c e c f r e f e r e n c e p o s i t i o n i s o n l / s e j i d - c u a n t i t a t i v c i 
-111 c a l i b r a t i o n cjii'ves were dravm b:," the riethod c f x o a s t 
sciuareo. 
The XT-inimuBi d e t e c t a b l e c o n c e n t r a t i o n v/as defined as that 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n v;hich ^a-ve. a count a t l e a s t three t i n e s the 
standard d e v i a t i o n o f the background above the background. 
A l l c o n c e n t r a t i o n s were expressed i n .jrcun. a t o L i s / l i t r e o f 
s o l v e n t . The ninimuia d e t e c t a b l e c o n c e n t r a t i o n as a f u n c t i o n 
of a t c n i c nuEiber i s i l l u s t r a t e d i n Figure 4-15 f o r both IC and 
L Z-ra^-s, and f o r both a r r a n j e n e n t s E and C. I n Figure 4-16 
the peak to bachi^round r a t i o f o r a f i x e d c o n c e n t r a t i o n o f 0<.01 
j n . a t o m s / l i t r e , of s o l v e n t are given i n a s i m i l a r v;a/ as a 
f u n c t i o n o f a t o n i c nuiiber. 
The couiit ratei per 0„01 i^raa a t o n s / l a t the c o n c e n t r a t i o n 
0.01 c r a n a t o n s / l i s s i v e n as a f m i c t i o n o f a t o n i c number i n 
Jig-ju-e 4-177 I n g e n e r a l b e t t e r r e s u l t s are achieved with 
the s e o n e t r i c a l arran^l^enent B (source I I ) than 'rilth axrangenent 
C (s o u r c e I ) . The b e s t r e s u l t s are obtained f o r those elements 
v/ith c h a r a c t e r i s t i c peaks i n the r e g i o n o f ITbIC (16.6 k e v ) , 
and f o r heavy e l e n e n t s those w i t h c h a r a c t e r i s t i c peaks near 
to UL (13o5 k c v ) . 
The expected standard- d e v i a t i o n of a d e t e r n i n a t i o n 
e x p r e s s e d as a perconta^-e i s £;iyen b,/, 
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and have a naxinun voluo of 4o/j for the nininun detecuatle 
concon ji'a'jion 'asing. the c r i L-erion Nir « 3NB"^ ^B* '^^^ value 
of v a r i e s j^Lth atonic niiaber as v/ell as w i t h concentrations, 
the v a r i a t i o n iii'ch atoiziic n;^her at a fijced concentration (see 
4-18) 'oein^' s i m i l a r to the v a r i a t i o n of the detection 
l i m i t . Por a concentration of 0 , 0 1 gia atom/litre the value 
of has a nininun value for ITb ( 1 to 2>J) and approaches i t s 
maxliii'jj!! value for iron '.There t h i s value i s almost equal to 
.10/5. . The value of i s found to l;e 10-20'/'^  "better for 
orranament B than for arrangOLient C. 
. Havin^i regard to the s n a i l nuiiber of ohservationc taken 
for each elenent and concentration value (3 or 4 ) the actual 
spread of r e s u l t s i s i n good accord with <y , \7ith the 
exception o f soae r e s u l t s f or higher values of the atomic 
n-onTier. This exception f o r higher atonic . auzaber elecento 
i s almost c e r t a i n l y due to the c r i t e r i o n adopted for bfeckground 
corroction. As the atonic nuiiber increases the TDaclisround 
reference position (b) (see Pig 4-5» 4-6) moves fm-ther av/ay 
froB the fluorescent peak position (a) v/ith the r e s u l t that 
the r a t i o R incj?ease3 due to the rapid f a l l off of the 
primary spectr'orii \7ith energy. For the elenent cerium R has 
the very unfavourable value of 4 0 , v/hich means tha t the 
s t a t i s t i c a l f l u c tuations i n i n t e n s i t y at the reference position 
(b) arc multiplied by this factor i n tlie background correction. 
Thus lar£;e errors nay appear i n the backiSroimd correctiono 
I t v?oul-d seem i n such oases that better r e s u l t s -jould be 
achieved by adopting as background correction the intensity 
l e v e l f o r zero concentration. 
Binary mixtures of heavy elements i n solution. 
For a binary mixture of elements the fluorescent intensity 
of a p a r t i c u l a r element v / i l l vary not only ; 7 i t h the anoxmt 
of that element present, but also with i t s percenta^-e r a t i o 
to the second element.. One or other of these q.uantities must 
be f i x e d i n order to set up a c a l i b r a t i o n curve. The most 
eovenient method i s to study the v a r i a t i o n i n fliiarescent 
- 55a 
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I n t e n s i t y as a function of the v/ei:^t percentage end t h i s 
requires that a f i x e d t o t a l quantity of the f i x t u r e be taken. 
I n this partic^jilar case the fluorescent i n t e n s i t y of the 
eleaeiits was stiidied as a function of the M&ishl pero6nta;5e 
of the nixed oxides, the binary inixt^ares of i n t e r e s t being 
niobiun-tantalun and hafniun - zirconiun. 
MiKturcs of the appropriate oxides were prepared by 
weiiiliing and then dissolved i n dilute hydrofluoric acid, the 
r e s u l t i n g solutions being further diluted to give a s e r i e s 
of saiiples containing ten grans of the nixed oxides per l i t r e . 
The fluoreseent i n t e n s i t y of the elenents was neasured the 
r e s u l t s being given i n table. 
Table 4-1 1 Arrangenent B Arrangement C Arrangenent C 
MiKture with source I I with source I V7ith source I 
lOg ^^2^5 lOg lib + lOg ZrOg 4' 
Ta gO^Aitre 
• 
Ta^O^/litre 
• 
Hf Og/litre 
Detection Oo4wt.5a of 1.6wt.y« of 2.66 \n, fo 
il,imit , . NbgO^ of Zr Og 
Err o r at 2.8 5^. 14>» 
20 wt.'/i 
1 
, The shapes of a l l the c a l i b r a t i o n curves for niobiun i n 
tantalum and zirconiun i n hafnium are nore or l e s s concave 
up'v7ards (see f i g s 4-20, 4-21) i r r e s p e c t i v e of the p a r t i c u l a r 
geonetrical arrangenent adopted i n the determination. This 
i s to be expected since the absorption of Ub E and 3r K.by 
tantalun and hafniun respectively i s very serious according 
to the data available (77), hence tlie tern (/-^  +Ap) 
equation 1.1 decreases as the weight percentage of niobiun 
or sirconiun increases. ITo r e l i a b l e c a l i b r a t i o n could be 
obtained f o r hafniun i n zirconiun or tantalum i n niobium due 
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to the low i n t e n s i t i e s of Hf L and Ta L . In addition the 
background was high and varied a great deal because of 
v a r i a t i o n i n the composition of the mixtures, and the f a c t 
that suitable backiground reference positions f or hafni'om -md 
tantalum were occupied by 3r K and rib IC resT)ectively (See 
F i g 4-22). The attempt to c a l i b r a t e the mixtures at lower 
t o t a l concentration to reduce the absorption effect gave poor 
r e s u l t s . Methods to counter the absorption effect such as 
c a l i b r a t i n g the peak to background r a t i o against concentration, 
a device comcnly used i n the dispersive method {30p 34) j were 
also investigated but met with l i t t l e success due to d i f f i c u l t y 
i n the choice of background reference position. 
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CIIAPTER 5 
S o l i d s , Samples 
The use of two d i f f e r e n t s o l i d sanple systems for the 
analyalB of niobium -> tantalum mixtures was investigated. 
One oystetii consisted of a homogeneous solution of t ^ t a l u m 
and niobium oxides i n ariiiydrous sodium berate, and the second 
a suspension of the f i n e l y sroimd oxides i n perspex. 
Borate s.olutioa Bygtea« • 
Gaopleo were prepared i n the following way, 0.2 grams 
of cxide or mixod oxides and 20 graiaa of anhydrous bcrax v/ere 
heated i n a platinum dish at 1000*^0 u n t i l complete solution 
was attained. This process usually r e q u i r e d about one hour, 
for completion. A mould made from a piece of -thick aluiainium 
plate w i t l i a. circt'.la.r depression 0.15 cms. in. depth and 
diameter 4 cms was placed i n the furnace for a few seconds. 
The fused bora:: v/as poua-od in t o the no-old, »vhich w-as then nipvod 
t o the mouth of the f^Jirnace to prevent n e l t i n g of the aluminium 
lolate. The bcrax was allowed t o cool slowly over a period of 
iiiinuteo to avoid cracking o f the solid.- The saaiple v/as 
obtained as a transparent disc ha-7ing on6 face f l a t and the 
other face curved. • - ' 
The f r e s h l y preparired sample was transparent, "but 
developed a saili-:y appearance on the surface after a few days. 
This e f f e c t could be prevented by storing the saaple i n a 
d e s s i c a t c r , but i n practice had no observable e f f e c t on the 
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fluoroQoezibe i n t e n s i t y ttoix lih^ earajf^le. IlbQsurexaont of tlie 
flaoroaoenod i n t e n o i t y of tlio oonple was alv/a^s oado on the 
f l a t surface. 
(a)^Sample y e p r e a u o i b i l l t y 
Pour oaapleo each containing 0.2 ^ s of niobium oxido 
per 20 iSOS of anh;7drou8 borax ( a c t I ) , and three os^iipleo each 
containing 0.16 gms of niobiua oside, 0.04 -saa of tantalum 
cside, per "20 giris of anhydrous borax (set I I ) .were prepared. 
Several deteruinations of the fluorescence i n t e n s i t y of libK 
and TaL were made together w i t h observations of the intensity, 
at the appropriate baolcground roferenoe positions. I n Table 
3.1 the percentage 8tanda;rd deviation from the mean fluoreaoenoe 
i n t e n s i t y (<rob) i s compared v7ith the appi^opriate value of the 
expected standard deviation ( o e x p ) . 
Table 5.1 ^ 
Sample set t i n e ob... oxp 
I 0.96 0.4 
I I ^ m>K 0.60 0.5 
TaL 7.0 6.6 
The r e s u l t s s u r e s t that the sample r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y i s 
good having regard to the f a c t that -they w i l l include errors 
i n t i n i n g of the count and the instrumental s t a b i l i t y . 
(b) C a l i b r a t i o n 
A raUj^e of samples at various concentrations of niobium 
and tantalum were prepared i n order to set up c a l i b r a t i o n 
curves. 
Ifiobium oxide i n borax 
Tantalum oxide i n borax 
Mixture of niobium and tantalum oxides 0.2 i^rams 
of mixttare i n 20 ^ as of borax). 
The sample concentrations used were-of the soue order 
as those used i n the h^'-drofluorlc acid solutions o The spectra 
A:-
B:-
C:-
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obtained on the samples of ni x t u r e are shovm i n Pigura 5-1, 
and the c a l i b r a t i o n curves f o r a l l sanples i n Pigurea 5-2 and 
5-3. Compared to the sample solutions i n liydrofluorie acid 
a reduction i n 'baelr^ound of approximately 30'>i f o r niobiuni 
and 40^ 3 f o r tantalum i s obtained. This res u l t s i n a mox'e 
favourable peal: to baclcspound r a t i o and hence better 
c a l i b r a t i o n curved f o r the nixed oxide sjgterns. 
The c a l i b r a t i o n curve f o r niobi'jm i n fused borax (Pig-jre 
5-2/ and f o r tantalum i n borax (Jigrore 5--2) have the expected • 
convex upwards shape.' That f o r niobium i n the niobiLin -
tantalum mixture (Figure 5-3) shows a l i n e a r relationship 
which can be explained i n terns of thp e f f i c i e n t absorption 
of IlbIC r a d i a t i o n by tantalum at lov^ concentration of niobiun. 
This can be seen by comparing the fluorescence i n t e n s i t i e s at 
ocibivalent concentrations i n Pigures 5-2 and 5-3* eg. the 
fluorescence i n t e n s i t y at 20woi^it of niobium oxide i n 
ri g u r o 5-3», and at 0«04 gms of niobium oxide i n Pigure 5-2. 
?hG convex upwards shape of the c a l i b r a t i o n curve f o r tantalum . 
in.niobium oxide (Figure 5-3) i s i n part due to the enhancement 
effect.(Chapter I ) especially when the .percentage of tantalum 
i s lowj and also to the choice of baclrground reference position 
which must l i e at a h i ^ e r eaorsj' value due the ideal position 
b e i n ^ occupied by ITbE. 
The observed percentage standard deviation {<sob) was 
vf i t h i n the expected standard deviation (cexp) with the 
exception of those results'obtained at lov/ element concentrations 
f o r the single species (sample types A and B) and low percentage 
r a t i o f o r the mixtures of eleii^ents (sample type C). The l a t t e r 
r e s u l t s J representing, the worst s i t u a t i o n observed, are shovm 
i n Table 5-2 where they are compared with the expected standard 
deviation. 
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Table 5.2. 
3ample typo A B C 
2 jmAOOO 3m 
Ta^O^ . 
2 sn/lOOOgm 
IJb205 
20?5 \?t. 
TagO^ 
exp 1.5 4.8 • 1.3 4.4 
o' obs 4.5 3.5 3.7 18 
J-1 
•J4. 
The r e s u l t s f o r tantalum show a greater deviation than 
[lose f o r niobiun. This arises i n part from, the d i f f i c u l t y 
i n selecting: a suitable background reference position, and 
also from the f a c t . t h a t the concentration used represents a 
Icvfer atom concentration than that of niobium because of the 
higher atomic' weiglit of tantalum. 
( g ) Detection l i m i t 
The detection l i m i t defined accordin»; to the c r i t e r i o n 
already adopted i s expressed i n terns of jrams of oxide i n 
1000 ^:is of anliydrous borax f o r tiie single element systems, 
and i n terras of the iiiniiium vjQi^zt percenta^-e of the eleuient 
oxide i n a system containing 0.2 grai-.s of mixture i n 20 ^rams 
0:f anhydrous borax i n the case of n i x t i i r e s . Theoe values 
arc given i n Table 5.3. 
Table 5 0 . 
Sample A 3 0 
Elenent' Nb Ta m Ta 
Detection 
l i m i t 0,03 0.31 0,67 2.67 
(d) Slenent mixtures i n unlinown matrix 
When the mixture to be analysed consists of the oxides 
of niobiun and tantalum together with one or nore other 
compcnenis the above method i s no longer applicable. A study 
was therefore made of the method of addition described e a r l i e r 
(page 6, chapter I ) . I n t h i s method v/e have the r e l a t i o n ; ^ 
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I i a 
•(1). 
I2 - I I 
n h e r e x » e l e m e n t c o n c e n t r a t i o n to bo deterniaed. 
a B concentration of elGrnont added. 
11 «3 fluorescent i n t e n s i t y f o r o r i g i n a l sainple. 
12 "» f l u o r o Q c e n t i n t e n s i t y f r o m "doped sample. 
A set of four saiiples v^ as p r e p a r e d i n the u s u a l ./ay w i t h 
the a d d i t i o n of. a q u a n t i t y o f sodium s i l i c a t e to simulate an 
unknown matrix. Details o f tlie ssirples sj.-e g i v e n i n Table 5.4. 
Table 3.4» 
Sample Ta 0 ^  (jgma) Hb .0 ( g B s ) Sodium silicate(gms) 
1 
2 
3 . 
' 1 
0.08 
0.03 
0.10 
. 0.08 
* 
- 0.12 
0.14 
0.12 
0.13 
0.1053 
0.1058 • 
0,1000 
do1000 
The fluorescence i n t e n s i t y froifl each saiaple was measured. 
I f the samples are then considered i n sets of two, one of the -
samples being regarded as the unknown and the second as the 
•*doped" sample, s u f f i c i e n t data i s available to use eq.uation 
;1 to estiiuatc the "unkno-wn", and allow an assessment of the 
method to be made. 
The r e s u l t s of t h i s examination are given i n Table 5.5, and 
represent the noan values of several deterininations. Variations 
about the mean values were of the order of V/^» 
Table 5-5* 
Sample sets 1 + 2 1 + 4 1 . 3 
(by weight) 0.12 gmNb205 0.12gmTa205 0.08 gm Ta205 
a (by weight) 0.02 graNb205 
1 
0.QlgiaNb205 0.02 gm Ta205 
''"c (calculated) 0.1145 1 0.1299 0.065 
^^c - ^ w) X 100 - 4.65^ . + 3. 3>'j - 13/. 
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The deviation from the true value can be explained as 
being due to two e f f e c t s . 
(1) . The assumption of-a l i n e a r r e l a t i o n s h i p between 
fluorescence i n t e n s i t y and concentration i s not 
v a l i d when the weight f r a c t i o n , a, i s IOX^Q (compare 
sample sets 1 4. 2 with 1 t- 3). 
(2) l«/hen the weight f r a c t i o n a i s suiall the quantity 
I2 - Il» i n equation 1 becomes a small difference 
between two large quantities with a r e s u l t i n g 
increase i n error (compsjre sample sets 1 + 2 with 
• 1 4 ) . 
These two e f f e c t s w i l l mrk against one another. 
Perspex system 
This method r e p M s e n t s an attempt to extend the application 
of a standard technique f o r the examination of metallurgical 
specimens to samples f o r I-ra y fluorescence analysis. The 
sample i n the form of a f i n e powder i s dispersed i n a metallurgical 
mounting powder 'Jhich i s then compressed i n t o a standard shape 
i n a mounting press. The mcjinting powder i s melted under 
pressure to form a coherent mass. 
(a) Sample preparation 
0.1 gram of oxide oz* mixed oxides was weighed accurately 
and then together with 10 grms of a perspex mounting powder 
(1335 AB Transoptic powder) was transferred to a ^prinding m i l l 
(AlO e l e c t r i c m i l l , Jani:e and ICunbel). The mixtTire was ground 
and thoroughly mixed i n the m i l l , a f t e r which i t was transferred 
to a m e t a l l u r g i c a l mounting press. A l l remaining residue i n 
the m i l l was c a r e f u l l y transferred to tliB p r e s s using a small 
camel h a i r brush. The nixtwre v/as heated to" 170°C under a 
pressure of 2000 Ibs/sq.. inch, £m.d then allov/ed to cool to 
40°C V7hen the sample \7as removed. 
Samples prepared i n t h i s way were c y l i n d r i c a l i n shape 
wit h a diameter of 3.2 cms and a thicimess of 1.03 cms. 
A f t e r several i^reparations a t h i n deposio on the hot ten of 
Ghe H i l l became noticeable. At the saiiie time an increase 
, i n fluorescence i n t e n s i t y from samples with the sane nominal 
clement concentration nas observed i n order of scimple prcparationo 
This tliou^fht to be due to the element oxide ailierinc; to 
the surface of the m i l l more r e a d i l y than the mounting powder 
thus i i l t e r i n g ; the ./eight r a t i o i n the sample. As the deposit 
thickened the properties of the m i l l surface changed so that 
element oxide adhered less r e a d i l y , and increased i t s weight 
• r a t i o i n the saiEplo. This' viev; v/as strengthened by the great 
improveraent i n scjiiplc r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y .which occurred when the . 
l i i l l was cleaned betv/een each preparation with ppwdered glass. 
This practice v/as adopted f o r a l l subsoc^uent sr:mplo preparation. 
(b) oc-mple r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y 
The sample r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y expressed as the percentage 
standard deviation on the mean fluorescent i n t e n s i t y of several 
ocnples, f o r samples containing niobium oxide only, and tantalum 
oxide only i s given i n Table 5.6 
Table 5.6. 
Scunple ;j age Standard 
deviation 
Nb 2O5 0.65 '.^  
Ta 2O5 1.86 '/i. 
Sample thickness 
Samples prepared as above had a thickness of 1.08 cms. 
In order to determine whether t h i s thickness represented a 
value near to the c r i t i c a l thickness (see Page 31) the follo\Ting 
experiment was performed. • 
A sample was prepared containing 0.1 gms of niobium oxide 
i n 10 gmo of mounting powder. Successive layers of 1 mm 
thickness were removed from the sample by burning i n a lathe5 
and determinations of the fluorescence i n t e n s i t y made at each 
sample thickness. Each determination was accompanied by a 
s i m i l a r determination on a blanlc sample of the same thickness 
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f o r background correction. The p l o t of fluorescence i n t e n s i t y 
against sample thickness (Pisurc 5-4) sho j s a snarkod l e v e l l i j i g 
o f f above 0.9 cms thickness. The value of 10.8 cms obtained 
with the sample q . u a n t i t i o 3 u&ed in' the prejiaratioa thess^oro 
represents a suitable sample sisso. 
(d) Calibration-
Comparative measurements of fluorescence i n t e n s i t y taken 
on both faces of the sample r/ere found to d i f f e r , i n some cases 
the difference being quite considerable. This was thought to 
be due to g r a v i t a t i o n a l s e t t l i n g of the oxides i n the molten 
perspex mounting powder during the formation of the samples 
since that surface which was lower i n the mountiiig press gave 
the higher fluorescence i n t e n s i t y . The e f f e c t v/aa most serious 
w i t h samples containing tantal^om oxide which has a h i ^ e r 
density than niobium oxide, and i n the worst case observed the 
. fluorescence i n t e n s i t y from the two surfaces of the same sample 
d i f f e r e d from t h e i r mean value by i 44/5 ( t 3f» f o r samples 
containing niobium oxide). I n the c a l i b r a t i o n of the fluorescent 
i n t e n s i t y of tantalum oxide samples the mean value of the results 
from both surfaces was taken (Pigure 5-6), Per samples 
containing a nixtesre of niobium and tantalum oxides the Nb E 
fluorescent i n t e n s i t y was smaller f o r the lower surface than 
f o r the upper surface. This could bo di^e to, a higher tantalum 
concentration at the lower surface 'vith a consequent higlier. 
absorption of rrbK r a d i a t i o n . 
. The c a l i b r a t i o n curves are i l l u s t r a t e d i n Pi^^s. 5-6, 5-7, 
gad i n general have the iiame shape as f o r the corresponding' 
ooiuplcs i n bcraxe An. assessment of the errors i s rendered 
d i f f i c u l t by the inhciicgeneity of the samples, and i t i s clear 
from a consideration of the error l i m i t s cn the c a l i b r a t i o n 
curves that these arise from the sample preparation. This 
point w i l l be disc J i s s e d f u r t h e r i n Chapter 5, 
(o ) Detection l i m i t 
The detection l i r a i t i s expressed i n the same v/ay as f o r 
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the borax samples (pa^-e 41 ), the r e s u l t s being given i n Table 
5.7.-
Table 5.7. 
Sample A 23 C 
Slement Ub Ta m Ta 
Detection 
l i m i t 0.07 0,42 0.8 2.4 
A:- ffiobium oxide i n perspex (10 gms) 
3:- Tantalum oxide i n persj)ex (10 gms) 
C;- Mixture of tantalum and niobium oxides (0.1 gram 
of mixture i n 10 gms of perspex), 
•47-. 
CHAPTE.: 
Summary of r e s u l t s 
I n Table 6.1 the collected r e s u l t s of the detection l i m i t s 
f o r the thi»ee sample systems studied are presented. The values 
are given i n the case of the single element systems i n terms of 
grams'of element oxide i n 1000 grasis of solvent, and i n the 
case , of mixtures i n terms of the weight percentage of the 
element oxide i n the standard sample system (see before). 
Table 6.1. 
Single e l e m e n t s y s t e m s . 
Dilute HP Borax Perspex 
. so?.ution sample sample. 
17b205 0.11 0.08 0.07 
'Ta20i5 0.20 0.31 0.42 
T J J x t u r e s of e l e m e n t s 
ITbjOg 0 .4 . 0.67 0.8 . 
TajOs - 2.67 2.4 
I t i s clear from these r e s u l t s that the detection l i m i t s 
f o r the three systems are very s i m i l a r , the small variations 
being.probably due to. the method adopted f o r background 
correction. A choice between the tliree systems must depend 
upon »^ciunds other than s e n s i t i v i t y . 
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Sone b r i e f coments on the sample sjrsterns are j i v e n belowt-
A. Liquid s o l u t i o n 
Vilhere tiie n a t e r i a l to be aaal7se!i i s i n a soluble form 
t h i s nethod reproDents a rapid and sinple f o r n of preparation 
wliicli r e s u l ts i n a bono genecus system. A donparatively large 
irclume of sample i s required to approach the c r i t i c a l thickness, 
value, but t h i s i s of some advanta/je i n that tlie system i s very 
•jclerant to sizall displacements of the sample c e l l . The system 
has a much higher background l e v e l and scattering of rad i a t i o n 
i s s i g n i f i c a n t l y hie;her than f o r the other sample sj-stensj and 
t h i s r e s u l t s a broader fluoresaent peak (see Ji j u r e s 4-19). 
because of the d i f f i c u l t y involved i n back{p?ound correction 
a value f o r the detection l i s i t of tantalum oxide i n the 
:::ixQd oxide saruple cannot be obtained. 
B. Sodiuia borate ssjiiple 
The solubility'- of metal oxides i n sodi^jii borate i s 
generally low, but with the saaple concentrations of in t e r e s t 
t h i s i s not a great r e s t r i c t i o n . The time required f o r sample 
preparation i s lon;^; and varies widely (45 to 90 minutes), but 
i t nD.'j be possible to reduce t h i s by the use of specially 
d o s i ^ e d burners f o r forming the u e l t (73). Bein^ a solution 
the r e s u l t i n g saniple i s homogeiieous, but variations i n j e i j l i t 
c f ths standard cample i n e v i t a b l y occur /hen pouring the viscous 
melt from the crucible to the sample mould. Such variations 
appear ho./ever to have l i t t l e e f f e c t on the flaorescence 
i n t o n s i t y (c«f. sample r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y ) . The fluorescent peak 
obtained w i t h these samples i s sharp (see Pigs. 5-1)• 
C. Ilounting powder (perspex) samples 
This method i s not r e s t r i c t e d by the s o l u b i l i t y of the 
mate r i a l to.be analysedg but as the r e s u l t i n g sample i s not 
a s o l u t i o n homegeneity i s a problem. The res u l t s obtained 
strongly suggest that the method adopted f o r sample preparation 
i s l a r g e l y responsible f o r the errors obsei-ved. I t i s believed 
fchat t h i s s i t u a t i o n could be improved. 
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I n -the netliod of preparation previously descrilied a 
iiiix-tui-e of the oxide and perspex nouiiting powder './ao heated 
to 170^0 i n a nountin^- press. At such a temperature the 
perspex 7;ould he liq.uid and {gravitational s e t t l i n g of the 
much heavier o:cidc i s i n e v i t a h l e . I f ho vever the ciixture 
was heated t o such a temperature that the parspex v/as only 
aoftened a cohei-ent nass could be obtained v;ithout s e t t l i n g , 
and a heaooeneous.system cbtainedo Apart from reducing errors 
t h i s u'OLild also brin.^- cJbout a considerable reduction i n the 
tiers required f o r preparation* 
The p o s s i b i l i t y of v a r i a t i o n i n the flucrescence i n t e n s i t y 
w i t h pOTticle sise also exists i n t h i s nethod, but t h i s could 
be overcome by c a r e f u l n i l l i n i ; - - of t h e material. 
A f i x e d and reproducible s i z e of saciple i s obtained i n 
a matrix l i g h i e r than that of s i d i u L i borate (density cf perspex 
i s 2.1 gms/cc as a^jainst 3-1 gns/cc f o r borate), and sharp 
fluorescent pealcs are obtained. Of the three sample syatens 
studied the perspex ne thod also req.uires the least ciuantity 
of material. She background i s lower f o r the s o l i d samples, 
and correction can be cade niore accui'ately. On these grounds 
the s o l i d sa^nple sj'-stens are to be ^preferred to the l i q u i d 
solutiono 
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CHAPTER 7 
Spectra of Elenents Excited by Co^ *^  
Sefore entering on a discussion of the spectra of elements 
using the Co57 source, a consideration of some features of the 
detection process w i t h i n "ihe proportional counter w i l l prove 
useful. 
An Z-ray pliotbn entering the counter transfers i t s energy 
to an o r b i t a l electron of one of the atoms of the counter 
f i l l i n g gas, the electron b e i n ^ ejected from that atom. The 
energy of t h i s photoelectron, which i s equal to that of the 
i n i t i a l X-ray photon less the o r b i t a l electron binding energy^ 
i s then used up i n i o n i s a t i o n of the counter f i l l i n g gas. An 
o r b i t a l vacancy v ; i l l be l e f t i n the residual atom from which 
the photon 77a3 ejected, and the f i l l i n g of t h i s vacancy w i l l 
ijive r i s e to emission of a cha r a c t e r i s t i c X-ray of that atom. 
Two processes can thon occur 
(a) The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c X-ray i s absorbed v/ithin the 
counter g i v i n g r i s e to f u r t h e r i o n i s a t i o n which 
supplements the i n i t i a l i o n i s a t i o n . The whole of 
the i n i t i a l photon energy i s thus available w i t h i n 
the coimter. 
(b) The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c X-ray i s not absorbed w i t h i n the 
counter, and hence the energy available f o r i o n i s a t i o n 
i s lower than the i n i t i a l photon energy. 
Thus i n the spectrum of the i n i t i a l X-ray photon t^.?o. peaks 
n i ^ h t be expected to occur. When a s c i n t i l l a t i o n counter 
i s used to detect X-ray photons two peaJrs are indeed observed 
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i n the spectrum, the high density of the detecting c r y s t a l 
ensuring a substantial c o n t r i b u t i o n from process ( a ) . The 
lower energy peak a r i s i n g from process (b) i s referred to 
as the "escape peak". The peaks are chai-acterised by t h e i r 
constant energy separation, t h i s separation being equal fo 
that of che c h a r a c t e r i s i i c Z-ray of the s c i n t i l l a t i o n material. 
I n the case of tlie proportional counter the r e l a t i v e l y low 
density of the f i l l i n g gas, and the transparency of atoms to 
i h c i r ovm c h a r a c t e r i s t i c radiations ensures l i t t l e contribution 
from ijrccess (a) only one peak being observed, the "escape peak". 
I n the present .\?crk the f i l l i n g gas of the proportional 
couiiter was the element Xenon. This has a f u r t h e r consequence 
i n t h a t fluorescent K X-rays of energy lower than the K 
absorption edge of Xenon v r i l l have i n s u f f i c i e n t energy'' to eject 
pho electrons from the E s h e l l of Xenon, and tho p r i n c i p a l 
ph3 to electron emission w i l l be produced from the L shello 
The fluorescent X-rays having energy greater than the Xenon 
aboorption odg-e can eject K electrons from Xenon. This means 
that a hi£:hGr proportion of the energy of the fluorescent X-
ra^ ?' photon i s available f o r i o n i s a t i o n v/ithin the cO'Jinter f o r 
elements of atomic number lower than cerium (CG C s 34.7 kev) 
ihan i s the case f o r heavier elements. The net r e s u l t of t h i s 
i s that the fluorescent peaks of the heavier elemento £ippear 
at lo'ver apparent energies than would be expected on the basis 
of t h e i r c h a r a c t e r i s t i c X-ray energies. Thus .the X fluore^sceni; 
peak f o r tantalum (Z s 73) appears at roughly the same energy 
as that f o r s i l v e r {Z - 47) - see Figure 7-3. 
Element Spectra 
The secondary spectra of the elements i n the form of pure 
metals or compounds i n the s o l i d state, obtained using Co57 
as the primary X--ray source are s i m i l a r to those using Pml'^ 7 
bremsstrahlung ( c f . Figures 3-6 7-1). There are s l i g h t 
differences being more obvious i n the higher energ^r regions 
of the I spectra ( c f . Figures 3-<3a and 7-2). A number of 
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rcpresentativo opoctra are i l l u s t r a t e d i n Piguro 7-3- ^he 
enorgiea of the poaka wero a s o i ^ e d usin^sf the s i l v e r peak as 
reference, the eaerigy of the l a t t e r being taken as that of 
As 2 (22.13 Jrev), and aasuning l i n e a r i t y of the instrument 
responoe over t h i s energy region. In Table 7 . 1 the observed 
energy io compared with that of fche known K radiation of the 
eleucnt, 
7 . 1 . Table 
Element Atomic 
number 
Ku enorg.y 
(kov) 
Observed energy 
(kev) 
Difference 
(kev) 
47 22.13 22.18 Q. 
50 25 .21 25.5 " : 0.3 
I 53 23.6 30,2 1.6 
Ba 55 32.2 3 3 . 1 0.9 
Ta 73 57.6 24 .2 33.4 
'J 74 59.4 ; 26 .2 33.2 
Pt 73 G6.6 34.2 32.4 
Pb 3a 75 40.3 34.7 
The energy difference i n the l a s t cclurrin of Table 7 . 1 
i a small f>or these elements whose characteristic K X-ray energy 
i s below that of the absorption edge of Xoncn (34.57 kev) and 
csji be explained by the d i f f i c u l t y i n deciding the peal-: energy 
accurately. . The i i f f e r o n c e i n the case of the heavier elements 
I s sensibly constant, the variations from the mean value being 
probably caused 'by the peak energy asaigniiient as before« 
However the mean difference i s larcger than the characteristic 
K onergj'' cf Xenon (25 .3 kev), and must be due to a aystenatic 
error i n the peak energy -s-ssigiment. 
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Taljle 1.2. 
Material / i J — gms/ cn*^  Atoma/cn^ 
(x5 . 02 X 10^5) 
UlectronS/'cm'-
(x5.02 X 1.025) 
iU 1.71 6.34 32.4 
C.1 0.072 0.11 3.23 
Ag . 0.1505 0.14 6.56 
On 0.033 0.07 3.7 
Ta 0.166 0.092 6.7 
•.7 0.121 0.065 4.0 
jPt 0.69 2 7 . 5 ' 
3.0 u. 36 316 
Tin:: 
Tungsten : 
I n "'able 7.2 some d e t a i l s are ^ iven of 'jhQ netcl samples 
used to -obtain the spectra illu3t::ated i n Figure 7 -3 . These 
s:;oct-:.\:. weve cbt::vinGd at a higli o a p l i f i e r at'jcnuation o f 36 
d3 1:1 order to include a wide rano;e of elements on the same 
cicrgY sc;^e. The spectra of copper, t i n . and t.'ngsten are 
not illusL-rated i n ?igx.-e 7-3 f c r tlio sake of c l a r i t y = 
Copper: no peaks, t u t a broad spectrum c f low i n t e n s i t y . 
s i m i l a r tc the spectrrua f c r s i l v e r but displaced 
to higher onergj''. 
s i m i l a r to tantalum spe6trum "Lu!: with ths 
dioplacomeat uo higher energy. 
.Tor the range of elements given S2:o spectra d;, not hav:e a 
m i f o m shape, and. i ! ; i s d i f f i c u l t with the data available to 
decide the cause of t h i s . Aluminium f c r which no flJorecc6nl: 
peahc 'arc e::pccted shows ^ t.vo d i s t i n c t pe-il:s o f relafetvely high 
I n t e n s i t y , one o f which overlaps the tantalum spectrum. This 
overlap suggests tho p o s s i b i l i t y that the alumiuium spectrum 
Is due to sc a t t e r i n g of the primary X-ra-s from the source, 
vrhioh ohculi,be proper:;icn7J. tc the number of cloctrcns per 
uni t are':;,. Iloucvbr the .\rea donsity of electrcao for-, the 
s i l r o r saajle i s n i j i i l i v r tc tha'j f o r tant:?J..ui ( s e e T--:olo 7 . 2 ) , 
but s i l v e r shows no c^i^rrespondiiig peck at the position where 
'.he aluminiJja.anl tantal;m spectra overlap. Moreover p l a t i n j n 
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and lead with higher area density of electrons show no 
prominent features i n t h i s region. I t i s clear that scattering 
alone cannot aceo'ont f o r the v a r i a t i o n i n shape of the spectra. 
/ The sample of aluminium used was a ^ inch plate formed 
by a r o l l i n g process which gives r i s e to preferred o r i e n t a t i o n 
of the c r y s t a l s . Since aluminiiim i s we l l knG;7n to have :i 
h i ^ h r e f l e c t i n g power f o r X-rays the two peaks observed could 
we l l be due to Bragg r e f l e c t i o n s from the crystals. This 
might w e l l have been c2-ecked using a sample cf cast aluminium 
which would not shov/ preferred o r i e n t a t i o n of the crystals, 
but such a sample was not available. 
The spsctrum of tantalum (and tungsten) shows a subsidiary 
peak on the high energ;>" side of tlic main peai:. The difference-
i n energy between the two pealcs, allowing f o r the inevitable 
eri'ors i n l o c a t i o n of the peal: positions, corresponds to the 
cne^ g^ '• of the Xenon cha r a c t e r i s t i c K X-ray (29 ,8 kev). Such 
a s i t u a t i o n would arise when the. tantalum (or tuiigsten) 
fluorescent K X-ray. ejects an electron from the L s h e l l of 
Xenon wi t h the r e s u l t that a higher proportion of the 
fluorescent. X-ray energy i s available f o r i o n i s a t i o n i n the 
counter, ITo second peak would be expected f o r s i l v e r and 
t i n since t h e i r fluorescent K X-rays have i n s u f f i c i e n t energy-
to remove electrons from the Xenon K s h e l l . The second peak 
woiAld hcrrever be expected i n tlie platinum and lead spectra, but 
may not be detectable f o r these elements owing to the lower 
i n t e n s i t y of the peaks. This would appear tc be the most 
s a t i s f a c t o r y explanation of the shape of the cbserx'-ed spectra. 
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Ll(^uld solutiona «> Co^ *? source 
Geometrical crrocgfi^ent 3 (Fig^jire 4-1) adopted, the 
Co-'7 source'being mounted on a 9.5 na column of lead to reduce 
d i r e c t access to the counter of the 122 k^v ganna ray. The 
eampie to v/lndow distance was 1.5 ciao. A l l other parameters 
•were the same ao described i n Chapter 4, e.g. the volumia of 
solution, piilae analyser channel width, counter voltage, and 
tho time constants c f Kie amplifier. 
o p c ^ t r a of elements i n solu';ion 
Fcr the elcmGnl;n examined the spectra were s i m i l a r to 
those obtained with" i;he Pm ^47 source except for the very much 
hi^hor backgroand l e v e l (cce Pigiros 3-1, 3-2). On both sides 
of the e h a r a c t e r i o t i c peak the apectrun of the soluticin meets 
that of the blank with the exception of ;he solution of 
tanialun oxide i n hydrofluoric acid. I n t h i s l a t t e r case ihe 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c X-r.xy observed was Ta L, and tho higher than 
biackgrotmd intoiroity on the high energy" side of t h i s peak can 
be considered as due to Compton ocattcring of the Ta K escape 
peak (see fig-ire 3-2). 
Calibrations 
The construction of a c a l i b r a t i o n curve cf fluorescence 
i n t o n s i t y a^^ainst element concentration was made in the sane 
•way aa for t h e Pml47 source (see Chaptar 4 ) . The c a l i b r a t i o n 
curves are given i n T i g i r e s 8-3, 3«'4, and 3-5. ?cr tantalum 
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oxide s o l u t i o n s tiie uaual method of background c o r r e c t i o n (pa^e 
32) c o u l d hot be used 0T,7ing to the i n t e r f e r e n c e of the IC 
eacaps pecJr i n the "back^rOujid r e f e r e n c e p o s i t i o n , and the count 
r - t e cii; zero c o n c e n t r a t i o n was therefore adopted as the 
hack^round c o i - r e c t i c n f o r a l l c o n c e n t r a t i o n . The presence of 
;;he Ta Z escape pesJi a t the peak p o s i t i o n f o r Hb Z aade 
ii(ipon3i\}lo the ccns-truction of a c a l i " b r a t i c n curve f o r niobium 
i n tantal;jin - n i o b i u a z i i x t u r e s . A c a l i b r a t i o n curve f o r 
tr^italuEi i n the mixtiireo was obtained. 
F.eai'dtg 
The d e t e c t i o n l i m i t s ( i n gram atonis per l i t r e of s o l u t i o n ) 
f o r a n-jm'ocr Qf sl'Gijients are jgiw.n i n Table 8.1. 
Table 3.1. 
1 Element Atoaie C h a r a o t e r i e t i s Absorption Detection l i a i t 
number X-ray Edge (kev) (x 10^ -^ ) 
1 ^ 29 K 3.973 . 3,0 
Z-a 3X) K 9.557 5.6 
T>r 35 K 13.-471 3.4 
iTb 4X z' 13,531 6.24 
As ,4.7 K 25o5 4.0 
Cd 43 Z 26.704 3.5 
Ba 56 z 37.399 4.D 
l?a 7i 11.631 2.7 
The d e t e c t i o n l i m i t f a l l s with i n c r e a s e i n a t o a i c aunber 
a ninimua v a l u e being obtained a t bromine. T h i s i s to be 
expected a i n e c the 14.4 l^ev gaciEia r a y of Co^^ i s approaching 
the element a b s o r p t i o n ed^e. Above bromine the K abaoirption 
edge w i l l be h i g h e r i n energy than 14.4 kev and the nass' 
a b s o r p t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t w i l l f a l l i n value. Hcte the lower 
d e t e c t i o n l i a i t of tanto-lun compared to niobiion, the Ta L 
ab s o r p t i o n edge being lower than 14.4 kev and I^Tb K g r e a t e r . 
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lhcr« the e l e n e n t a abaorptioa edge i a g r e a t e r than 14.4 
L'ev the p r i n c i p a l e x c i t a t i o n w i l l a r i s e f r o a the 122 Icev gataaa 
r o y . The photoeledapie eroso aebtion of elei&enta f o r a gazmoa 
r a y energy of 122 Ira-^ w i l l i n c r e a s e \7ith the atomic number of 
the clement ( 6 5 ) , aa alao T 7 i l l ^the fluoroocencc y i e l d . Thua 
a decrease of d e t e c t i o n l i n i b w i l l be expected with i a c r e a o i n s 
a t o n i c nunbcr. The dependence w i l l be nore c c n p l i c a c c d however 
c i n c e the h i g h e r the energy &f the f l u o r e s c e n t A-ray^ the 
s m a l l e r w i l l be the e f f i c i e n c y of uhe co.mtor. T h i s l a t t e r 
e f f e c t ' ; ? i l l a r i s e s i n c e the naas c h s o r i i t i o i i c o e f f i c i e n t of Xenon 
" f i l l decrease the f i x r t h e r one moves a'i7ay from the Se L absorption 
edge. 
TI;c d e t e c t i o n l i i i i l t f o r t a n t a l u a oxide i n a n i x t u r e of . 
tantal^oiii and niobium oxides i s 3.2 \7ei£jht par cent i n the 
r d x t u r e . 
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•«« 1 
S o l i d o3n-0lQ?_j' Co^7 source 
The s o l i d auaplos were prepared as desosribed e a r l i e r , 
G e o i i o t r i e a l ai^rangcKenl; 3 (psl^e 30 a) v/as adopted f o r the 
sourcSs oaaple, and ccunter, the Co-'' source b c i n ^ icounted 
Oit a l e a d coluijya 9.5 luros i n h e i ^ i t . The sample to winder 
d i s t a n c e was s e t a t 1«7 ens f o r the borate naiiiplcs and at 
1,2 cxao f o r . the soiiiplcg bonded i n perspex. 
S p e c t r a 
The s p e c t r a observed f(5r niobiiim oxide and tantclum o::ide 
i n the tvtro sample systGua are shown i n fig-ores 9-l^,9-2. The 
bachsround i n t e n s i t y i s high s i - r i n g ^ low peak to backgrGund 
r a t i o value.:of which are given i n Table Q.l.' . 
Table 3.1. 
wt of oxide i a 1 Borax s y a t e n Peropex system 
100 s a s c f saiaple ?fb205 Ta205 Ta205 
0.021 0.050 0.056 0.031 
0.4 0.065 OT039 0,095 0,17 
1.0 0,13 • Ool7 0,17 0.3S • 
Por s a u p l e s containing; tantalusi oxide - n i o b i u a oj:ide 
F-ixture the back^jroond c o r r e c t i o n a p p l i e d to the ITb Z peak 
was a ^ a l n complicated by the presence of the Ta K escape peak 
(see Chapter G). 
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C a l i b r a t i o n 
The c a l i b r a t i o n corvea f o r tantaluia and nicti-oa i n ;;he 
s i n g l e and a i x c d oxide systcias are sho-wn i n Pigures'9*'j , 9~4» 
i ; -5 and 9-6. The r e s u l t s cn the psrspex samples again r e v e a l 
t i i s inadequacy of the aothcd of prep'araticn (soe Chapter 5 ) . 
Tho d e t a c t i o n l i m i t S p eispressed f o r the s i n g l o ozide s y s t e n s 
i n graas o f oicidc per 1000 grams -of n a t r i X j and f o r the Liixed 
cocides as -jeight fi .iiL 0 » 1 gnis of laixture per 10 gtis of perspex, 
or i n 0.2- gns per 20 gms of boraxg are given i n Table S« 2 . 
Table_ 9 .^-2. 
S i n g l e oxides 
I SoraK Perspex 
rib205 
• Ta20^ 
1.34 
4.75 
0 ,53 
0.34 
M^ixed oxides 
So r a x Perspex 
• rlb205 
Ta205 
7.4 
4.3 
. 1 0 
5.3 
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CHAPTSR 10 
Simiiaary of r e s u l t s and c o n c l u s i o n . 
D o t e c t i o n l i n i t s 
I n Table 10.1 the c o l l e c t e d r e s u l t s of the d e t e c t i o n 
l i n i t s for. the s i n g l e e lenent s y s t e a s c o n t a i n i n g niobium 
and tantalum oxides are presented. The v a l u e s are expressed 
i n t e r n s of the grans of element oxide peir 1000 gr.ains of the 
sanple a a t r i x . 
Table 10.1. 
Source Element 
detected 
13 [ a t r i x 
d i l u t e I I . ? , Borax Perspex 
Pnl47 
Co57 
Ub 
ITb 
0.11 
0.83 
0.08 
l c 3 4 
. 0,07 
0o53 
Piul47 
Co 57 
Ta 
T a 
0.20 
0o60 
0.31 
4.75 
0.42 
0.84 
For the borax matrix and Go57 source a g r e a t e r source 
to sample d i s t a n c e v/as used ( s e e Chapters 3 and Q) and t h i s 
accounts f o r the n c t i c o a b l y h i ^ ^ i e r v a l u e s obtained. 
Otherwise, f o r the same element aiid soL'.rce, the d e t e c t i o n 
l i n i t s are e s s e n t i a l l y the same f o r the t h r e s sanple forms 
used. The r e s a l t o f o r the Vn^^"^ soorce are somev/hat lo7;er 
than the corresponding r e s u l t s u s i n g 005"^, and t h i s i s 
..••anarliable v/hen t h e i r r e l a t i v e source s t r e n g t h s are considered. 
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i . e . one c u r i e of I>nil47 i n the brehnsatrahlimg source a g a i n s t 
one n l l l i c u r i e of Co57, A s i n i l a r a i t u a t i o n e x i s t s f o r other 
e l e n e n t s u a i n g these sources ( c f . Figure 4-15 and Table 8.1). 
The d e t e c t i o n l i n i t s f o r the i n d i v i d u a l elements i n mixtures 
of niobium and t a n t a l u n oxides are g i v e n i n Table 10.2. The 
v a l u e s are expressed as ^7eight per cent of the elenent oxide 
i n the standard sanple forma. The vreight concentrations pf 
the n i x t u r e i n the aaaplo a a t r i x are 
D i l u t e II P! 10 gjna of mixture/1000 of n a t r i x 
Dorax 10 gns of niiture/lOOO gns of n a t r i x 
Perspex : 10 gns of nixturc/lOOO gas of matrix 
Table 10,2. 
Source Element l l a t r i x 
d etected d i l u t e HP Eorax • Perapex 
PQ147 ITb 0.4 0.67 0.3 
Co57 lib — 7.4 10.0 
Pnil47 Ta 2.67 2.4 
Co57 Ta 3.2 4.0 5.3 
Earrora 
The e r r o r s a a s o c i a t e d w i t h the inatrument s t a b i l i t y and 
t i m i n g of the count are s i m i l a r to thoae expected i n n u c l e o n i c 
work. S t a t i s t i c a l e r r o r s i n the cou^iting have atandard 
d e v i a t i o n s from the mean of not g r e a t e r than one per cent s i n c e 
the t o t a l counts obaerved i n a determination were g e n e r a l l y i n 
e x c e s s of 10,000. The l a r g e s t aources of e r r o r are those 
a r i s i n g from sample,preparation, p a r t i c u l a r l y i n the case of 
s a n p l e s bonded i n perspex, and i n the background c o r r e c t i o n . 
Por the l a t t e r case the d i f f i c u l t i e s i n e s t a b l i s h i n g a d e f i n i t e 
c r i t e r i o n f o r background c o r r e c t i o n have been d i s c u s s e d , and 
i n iDractice the c o r r e c t i o n nethod has to be considered f o r each 
i n d i v i d u a l case- T h i s c o r r e c t i o n probably r e p r e s e n t s the 
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n a j o r source of e r r o r . 
I n general, the e r r o r s observed are ;7ithin the expected 
standard d e v i a t i o n , the only marked exception from t h i s being 
t h a t of the samples bonded i n perapex. T h i s exception could 
w e l l be removed by improvements i n the method of sample 
p r e p a r a t i o n . 
F u r t h e r work 
I t i s considerGd t h a t improvement i n the samples bonded 
i n perspex could bo achieved, and suggestions to achieve t h i s 
have a l r e a d y been o u t l i i i e d i n Chapter 6, The sample form 
has a nunhor of attrac'cive f e a t u r e s not l e a s t c f those being 
i t s independence of s o l u b i l i t y consid.eraticns. 
2he r e s u l t s obtained w i t h Co57 auggest that r a d i o a c t i v e 
s o u r c e s g i v i n g low energy gamma r a y s or monochromatic X-rays 
would g i v e u s e f u l r e s u l t s , p a r t i c u l a r l y i f they could be so 
chosen t h a t tlie enGrgjr c f the "photons emitted was j u s t above 
the absorption- edge of the element to be determiijed. . Sources 
a t m i l l i c u r i e l e v e l s c f a c t i v i t y could be used, A f u r t h e r 
advantage might be that a d e f i n i t e c r i t e r i o n f o r backgrouiid' 
c o r r e c t i o n c o u l d be a p p l i e d . 
I n s i t u a t i o n s ./here a s u i t a b l e source of low energy 
ganna r a y s or monccliromatic X^-rays \/as not a v a i l a b l e , another 
p o s s i b i l i t y i s worthy of f-orther study. T h i s i n v o l v e s 
e x c i t a t i o n of the f l u o r e s c e n t X-rays of an element by means 
of a r a d i o a c t i v e source, the X-rays produced being used to 
e x c i t e the f l u o r e s c e n t r a d i a t i o n of the element to be 
determined. The f i r s t element could be so chosen as to give 
a f l u o r e s c e n t X-ray of energy j u s t above the absorption edge 
of the second element. 
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D a r i v a t i o n of equation (1-1) i n Chapter 1 
The d e r i v a t i o n f o l l o w s the method used by Harnoa (79) and 
B i r k a (30). 
A f t s r p e n e t r a t i n g a d i s t a n c e x through the aample, the 
i n t e n s i t y o f the primsry S-ray w i l l be reduced by abaorption 
(See F i g u r e ) . 
i'limazy radiation 
s t r i k i n g the sample 
Characteristic radiation 
amerjjing out of the sample 
r 
z 
i r 
V = ^ cosece^^) (1) po p 
where » angle a t which the primary r a d i a t i o n a t r i k e a the 
sample. 
^2 m angle a t which the f l u o r e s c e n t l i n e emerges. 
IpQ = i n t e n s i t y of the primary r a d i a t i o n before 
abaorption 
I ^ j ^ « i n t e n s i t y of the primary r a d i a t i o n c J t e r 
abaorption 
ylo^ SO mass a b s o r p t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t of the primary 
r a d i a t i o n . 
s d e n s i t y of the sample. 
I p ^ w i l l excite the oli a r a o t e r i s t i o l i a e of element i i n 
the layer dx. The i n t e n s i t y t r i l l he 
uhere K i s a p r o p o r t i o n a l i t y constant and C the concentration 
of the element i i n the layer. 
VCien t h i s r a d i a t i o n enersBB from the sample, i t w i l l 
haire imdergone absorption by the sample and the i n t e n s i t y 
w i l l be 
d I ^ ^ s d I ^ , esp ( - / ^ j f x coseccJ-g) (3) 
s u b s t i t u t i n g ( 1 ) , (2) into (3) 
d I ^ ^ B E C (exp(-y<6^cosecS-^ -/.^ cosec ©•2)/<'x)dx - -(4' 
In'jGjL'atinc eciuation (4) from 25ero to x 
" -22 , ( i _ exp(-AoCOsecd,-/^coseo^2^^^) 
(yU'p cosecfrj^ + ^coseo^'g)/' ^ 
l e t X » i n f i n i t y 
(^pcosece-.j^ /u^coa&c6'2)f 
and ^ 2 ^ ® ar>7ays constant and i n most cases equal. 
Therefore I ^ ^ = K C I 
(A. + /^f)f cosecfi-P 
The de r i v a t i o n of t h i s equation i s based on the assumption 
that the primary r a d i a t i o n i s monochromatic. 
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